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SLAUGHTER HOUSE
; INSIDE THE CITY
-





GHENT AND ELLIOTT ACCUS-
ED OP NOT OPERATING
DUMP PROPERLY.
someo.woomso
Dr. C. H. Brothers Was Last Evening
Re-Elected President of the
City Board of Health.
The warfare against slaughter
louse• being maintained within the
city limit., was tenewed last evening
dming the meeting of the city board
or health, when that body instructed
Dr. James Sleeth. one of its mem-
bers. lo appear before the general
council and, torge that butchers be
gefssed permits to slaughter cattle
the city.
. Therf ta only one or two of the
butchering firms that kill cattle in-
side the city limits, and from these
gloughter pens emenates an odor not
very aweetounelling or healthy. and
the board of health believes it best for
'the community if these establish-
Sent' weoe compelled to go outside
'the municipal limits. like the balance
of the butcher*. In no large .city:
Abe •country over is a slaughter pen
istrmissabie inside the city limit.
; Ghent and Elliott. of the 'garbage
rerliicsng" plant down about the I. C.
Iodine at font of Campbell street. has
cootract with the city whereby they
sire to have charge of the floating
clomp maintained down that way. and
out on whist garbage wagons drive
to pitch indrthe river the offal col
lected up over the city bv these
vehicles The requirements are that
Chrnt and Elliott shall take the dump
I snit about too yards in the river before
the garbage is dumped. the object in
prooso.‘ out this far being that the
si. o current will catch the accumu-
Lola,' and cause it to scatter while
Swing floated away before it could
nettle on bottom of the stream and
• iliee collect_ it seems Ghent and
Elliott have been taking the dump
out only shoot forty feet from the
bank, and the board of health direct-
ed that they go out the required dis-
tance, while Bud Henderson. colored.
who has been collecting op dead
&jou% Its., wkto• compelled to de-
dust. as Ghent sad Elliott have this
attrotract from the city also These
Matters will be laid before the general
cttsiocil by the committee selected.
eurnprising Dr. Sights. J F. Yates
.s and J. P. Sleeth.
This committee will also ask the
council to allow published in the of-
f'cia! newspaper the minutes of the
•sireird ot heath mestisgs so the pub-
will {mow what is being done by
Otitis health body.
Mc. Sleeth WWI directed to lay be-
fore the cotiocil the matter of the city
instiyiog an incinerator to burn all offal.
, or let the contract to some firm to
do this • •
Tbc alley befORFIrffiltiffty McGhee'•
fetoftellY in Mec,haradburg is in a
IsQd ciandNiparittlits,kiatil think.
it a. /wish/ice. 't eprels the health
oconditiods. • The ptOperty owners
want the high— --d, aed Mr.
Yates .sves etopswered to go before
the bentriVi~lk Assuring and ask
• that lickhalitititii(Ve teffevelhe shut-
ting yeapetist-thenera tto fix the alley
at their initiate expense
• The board approved Sanitary In-
spector Mollies .tietioo in granting
retry ifezed•tiine 'fo• clean up the
tise..liatoatst. 10 he ovrns beside
hotte, ffikelianicsburg.
Lost 'night's teosion: was the first
:not last Decentheo, and the board
r health re-elected -Dr. C. H. Broth-
as president fht'itliither year. Dr.
-hts and C. F. Thos. who weree month cleated by the general
c ncil to serve twh yetrs on the
Ith body, qualified anktook their
lee• *ft stittills.Dri &obit having
been clk4e0 to •thccett himself, being
an old member, while Mr. Yates is a














shij g undergone -an operation iniored.
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HEWLETT JONKS HELD TO
GRAND JURY ON SERI-
OUS CHARGE.
Warrant Charging Charles Miller
With Stealing Watch Goes
to the Grand Jury.
Judge Cross of the police court now
has under consideration the cases
charging merchants with violating the
law by refusing to take in the signs
hanging over public sidewalks in
front of their places of business. The
cases were presented to him yesterday
by the attorneys, while authorities.;
ordinances and other documents were
quoted, and he now has the litiga-
tion under advisement.
Ile dismissed yesterday 'the war-
rant against VA I. Whitehead. the
reotaurant man, a. the city attorney':
desired this charge withdrawn be-
Cattle Whitehead's sign is one of.
those kind the restaurants write their
menus on, and protruded only two
*riches over the public sidewalk. The
other warrants are for Lang Bros ,
Weille. Charles M. Leake. Ike Cohen
and J. A. Konetzka. The court ex-ing in special session to dingo ;sects to render his opinion tomorrow.teteral linportant questions. one othe verdict deciding whether signsjog to apportion the money to,otach,* halt to come down or stay up.di partmental fund, another t6 'elect John Bolger was given a continu-the new high chool teacher, and still
others of importance
Ma;or Cooper Gone to Other Points
on Tour--Students View
Hydaulic Press,
Debates between the stuck-not of
the high school will be regular open-
ing exercises for each Friday morn-
lig hereafter, the first, yesterday,.
pioving such interest that Principal
Payne thinks they are worth being
on the standing order and given each
morning the last study day of the
week.
Yesterday morning Robert Bailey
took the negative and Brent Janes
the affirmative for "Resolved, Shalt
the Japanese Be Admitted to the
Public Schools of San Franciaco."
Young Ilailey captured the decision
that was made by the school faculty.
his argument showing that he well
piepared the speech, ohich proved 44
vinous! interest.
Board Meets Tonight.
1 he school board meets this
Lecturer Continues Tour.
Major F.. If Cooper. the lecturer
f-om the Academy of Science of Chi-
cago, has gone to Mayfield where
he delivers a series of talks, and from
there he proceeds to other points in11,1s section of the country. He is
making the tourofor the purpose Of,
ac:vancing science at much as possibleand while out he looks after the inter-
is of the institution he represents.
Visit the Shops.
Professor Shrieves. of the scientific
department of the high school, will
today take his class of physics neerto the Illinois Central railroad shopsso they can witness the operation ofthe big hydraulic machine', and in
this way be brought in personal con
tset with the' mechanism that comest•nder their studies
Vermeils Ls& &maks.
Miss Ora Leigh. of Salt Lake City.Utah, will this morning at to o'clockandrest the pupils of htrk John Jflorian't private school on "Utah andHer People." Miss Leigh has livedin Utah for several years now, andis a versatile and talented woman ofwitch interest and who will be heard
attentively today by the students tOshorn she talks at Mrs Dorjan'Sschool on South Fourth street.
FIVE PERSONS KILLED
IN RAILWAY WRECK.
Santa Fe Train Dashes Into an Open
Switch in New Mexico.
•El•Paso. Tex Jett n g
a high rate of speed: Rock Islasil
patsoirger train Nlo. oo. which lefthere at 6 :jet o'clock-this evelfffut for
'Chicago. dashed into an open switch'at Barney, N. K. tgo miles north orEl Paso, early this morning. Five
persons were killed and eight injured.
The dead are: A. Ackley, Card-Soso, engineer; C. J. Redfield, fire-man; one unidentified passenger, oneunidentified boy and one unidentifiedMexican laborer.
When the train dashed into. theswitch the engine left the track and
Wetted overt oiinning the engineer.ond fireman underneath and killing
them instantly. The express car, did-ing car and a Pullman were throwhfrom the track. Of the eight passen-ger-, hurt, none will die.
The train wrecked today was in
sellitribn oti /*hoary 2 at Volfand,
has., with No. ag on the same road.:ind thirty-IWOo persotO mostly Mex-
ican laborers on theit way to El Paso.
wore killed., and over thirty peroons
s Caroline Hamm will he tble
e her ditties as music teacher
tolic schools lit a few does.
•
141,
luxe until tomorrow of the malicious
eutt ng charge against him.
Charles Muller was held to the cir-
cuit court grand jury tor investiga-
tion on the charge of stealing a
watch from another man named
Charles Miller. the latter being a
candy-maker.
Henry Jameson was fined Sao and
costs 'for being drunk and disorderly.
A fine of Sus and costs each was as-
sessed against Tillie .Samuela and
Robbie Robertson for being drunk
and disorderly out about Ninth and
Washington streets.
George Armstrong was seat to ja I
for thirty days for disorderly con-
duct.
Until tomorrow was continued the
!warrant charging W. J Carroll oith
a breach of the peace by threatening
Capt. Mullen because the latter dis-
charged Carroll. who Was employed
on the steamboat managed by Mu!-
lens.
Will Banks. colored, was fined $t
and costs for being drunk.
Hewlett Jones was held to the cir-
cuit court grand jury on the charge
of getting liquor from Gray & Gray
by pretending to them hr worked at
Cic marine ways and would pay them
they being the Seventh and Washing-
ton street saloonists. It developed
he was not employed at that place,
and he was warranted. After holding
him over the court then released the
boy with understanding he was to
leave the city by 6 o'clock last even-
ivy and never come back again The
youngster promised and has gone._
There was filed away another war-
rant against him, it charging Jones
with getting money by false pretenses
by getting Gray & Gray to cash a
Sio check drawn by a young man;here, who had no money deposited in
the Globe Bank and Trust companyon which the check was given.
THE CLANSMAN,
Quite a Number of Paducalsans May
Go Down to Cairo to Wit-
ness Play.
'The Clansman" will be played at
the Cairo theatre next Monday even-
,ng. and there are quite a number
of Padtioah people intendittg to go
down and witness the performance.
which was given here eighteen
months ago to a crowded 'house.
The play is not permitted in Ken-
tucky for fear of racial trouble aris-
ing between the whites and blacks.
as it portrays so vividly .the events
of the "reconstruction" period imme-
diately after the war.
—Robert Langswortir. be t t er
known as' "Dynamite" killed himsOlf
Ihst week at Louisville with carbolic
ociri. He is the widoly known base-
all :player. s'ho formerly lived 'in gab force Yesterday. to notify Wm. 
•yaducah and worked at Rehkopcs .1(radfor4. here, that his %P.te.: is dy-, Mr. Oscar Gregory has returned hack. He is 3 years of age and a.Collar factory. tog in that city. or ST f,t in a triii I. 'At. Louis. I farmer of the county. , 4• 4
•
JACK SHOEMAKER ARRESTED




JON= AND HARRY SMITH
CHARGED WITH CUTTING
ALLEN JACKSON.
Clubb Has Been Located in East St.
Loss, From Whence Came a
Souvenir Postal Card.
Jock Shoemaker was -arrested yes-
terday shortly after noon by Officers
Hill And Jones on the charge of being
oantedi at Jackson, Tenn., with forg-
ery. Me wr: locked up and Chief
Caton.. of the Jackson department
not4fie4 to come and get his man.
Caproin Frank Icarian got a hmg
Oistanc• telephone message yesterday
from Cbief Gaston asking that Shoe-
maker.be looked for, as he is wanted
there two charges of forgery. Mr.
Gast ifid not give the details of the
Cabe, the officers started looking
for Shoemaker right after the mes-
sage come Ile was found at a board-
in h4Sse on South Fourth street,
otos from the city hall, He
isi the city once last Friday
and isiccompanied by his wife, who





Officirs Wood and Orr yesterday
arrested Jones Smith. while Detective
T. J. Moore arrested the other's
brother. Harry Smith, both of whom
were locked up on the charge of ma-
liviouslor cutting Allen Jackson dur-
ing* fight !sit Saturday night Hoerr
Smith * caught at Sixth and Bur-
nett .4,14,i.. while the brother stun
freed • e blocks away from there
The date occoirrod in a house on
the "Rageleigla Row" which is on Bur-
son between Sixth and Stye nth
stteets. Jackson was cut badly, the
knife laying heck the skin and flesh
From undor the shoulder blade.
atom(' *oder the arm pit and across
the chow Jackson drives a wagon
for the feed store of Hawkins and
Son on South Sietond street.
Dye Kan Aerostat
J. C DeMert. the dye maw of Smith
Third atreet. was warrasted yesterday
at the Instance of Miss Vero Bowers;
oho worked for him, and who claims
he pushed her around and cursed her.
using vtry vile language. when he got
mad about some spots on clothing
they were cleaning
Chibb Located.
Warreo W Clubb. the missing fur-
niture. sideman. liar been located, a.4
young woman of this city having re-
ceived' two souvenir cards from him,
written s at East Sr Louis Saturday.
On ueither did give any reason for
leavin* the city without notifying his
friends' Or employers, nor did he sayi
whether he intended coming back.
His friends and employer felt great
uneasiness about him, fearing some-
thing ill had befallen the young man
• inenking Language.
James Vickers Was arrested.' last
evening by 'Officers on the charge of
using vihrolanguage towards the fam-
ily of James Dill
Engaged in Fight.. ,
Officerolohnson and Croso arrested
Charles S-roishert lastosktht on the
charge cillfighting Frank'!Williims at
ThIrn nt Broadway.
Reptlitil‘ Atooting.
It was 'reported fit evening about
to o•clocit diet oomenne had shot a
motorman' 04 a street car down in
Rowlandtown. hut it proved, to be
a mittalat, the cir'irLi of which rumor






SUCCOR TO BE CHOSEN
EIGHTY WERE AT TRAINING
CLASS MEETING LAST
NIGHT.
Presiding Elder Blackard Holding
Quarterly Conferences in Ciro—
Leaguers Name Officers.
The congregat on of the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth
street met last evening and very re-
luctahtly accepted the resignation of
Rev. A. C. Illton, they being induced
to do so only because of the ill health
of the beloved pastor who is highly
esteemed and held in close association
by the members his flock, and is in
such a physical condition he is com-
pelled to abondan It s chinch work for
the time being and take many months
rest. After accepting the' resignation
the congregation directed' that there
be secured a list of available preach-
ers from which number will be se-
lected the successor to Dr. Illton, who
will deliver his farewell beff111011 next
Sunday evening and depart a few days
thereafter for Wilton. Iowa, where he
will recuperate.
Training Clem.
About eghty Sunday school teach-
ers, bible students and other inter-
ested parties were at the weekly meet-
ing held ta-t evening at Grace chnrch
parish house by the Union Sunday-
school Training Class.. With each
hering the attendance become*
Inger and the organization starto off
Interested encouragement, as it
looks like every teacher in the ,city
w II be included before long. there
is such a rush at the begriming Dor-
ms the meeting the members decided
to meet every Monday oisho at the
parish house where they will be in-
atnicted by Rector David Wright.
who has been named as the leader by
the McCracken County Sunday ochool
assocfhtion.
All those who haws not yet joined.
are cordially invited to do so
ma Wayward Soy.
Quite a crowd Sunday afternoon
heard Mrs. Carrie Lehmann•s talk on
"The Wayward Boy" at the county
court house.
Presieug, Elder.
Last night Presing Elder J W.
Plackard held quarterly conference
.it the Trimble street 'Methodist
church, while this evening a similar
setsion will be conducted at the
Broadway Methodist church and to-
morrow night at the Third street
Methodist church.
He returned yesterday from visiting
many of the outside churches in the
Paducah district, and expects to Fri-
day resume his ottt-of-town
Senior Bywords League.
The officers for tor were chosen
Sanday evening by the Senior Ep-
worth league of the Broadway Metho-
dist church, as follows:
President. W. H. Sugg; first vice-
Otosiderat, or chairman of devotional
a-part:tient. W.R. Scott; second vice-
prrOdent chairman of charity and
help department. Mrs. W. If. Sugg;
third vice-president, chairman of lit-
erary and social dpeartment. Miss
Virginittpippewells foorth viestetiossoi-
dept. _ : of missionary **Loot-
me at, ' rik-itsrry Gle2ves; t
Miss Lettie Smith; secreto
L'illie May MeGlatherso
.Jmsi Mary Bolling. / 
'
•`••sisoo'''so-
The leaguers decided to holt:their 
devotional services each Sundai.oren-
tog hereafter, itittead of Monday
iiight. on account of theirnumber be-




—This eveziing Plain, City "1.ndge
of Masons meet at the Fraternity) ----It develops that Miss Angie Mey-
building and confers the Fellow craft I ers of Martin. Tenn., wiis the woman
degre upon three candidates. who 'deserted .the four-months-olde 
baltY at Cairo one night last week--mr, and mrs. Percy fotork. and who was thotight tis have come
,f to this city after abandoning 'the lit-Jackson street li;ve . a 'new girl.
--Cairo police telephoord the Padu- one.
SUIT AGAINST
A TROCTOR











The firstpa action up for 'pail today
in the circuit court is thar of F. N.
Gardner against Contractor Edward
&ridges for $3,10 damages. Gardner
was walking along Kentucky avenue
near Third street where Bridges was
laying brick street Oeork and concrete
sidewalks. Gardner fell and injured
himself while clambering over the
torn-up thoroughfare, and cla ins it
was the negligence of the contractor
that-caused the accident. ?'suit
up today are those oE bctempon
vs. Paducah Traction company; J.
Walter Hook's administrator. vs. Veal
& Co; Johanna Struck ts. John
Rogers.
Johnson was on a South Sixth
street car, preparing to alight. whet;the conductor signaled Nes the mot#544
man to go ahead. - As Joh:toilet
stepped off the car moved and threw
him to the ground. injuring him. He
wants $L000 damages
The Hook's estate claims Vs from.
Veal & Co. as regards a tobacco crop
deal.
Seed on Orange Contract.
The jury is 'now ouf with the suit
of M. L singsong & ,et Mt city
against Mclean & Sinn eonspany ol
Palmetto. Florida, for $43.2 ,o dam-
ages. Iltivingstoit ordered two freight
cars of oranooP 'Croat the Pitusetto
firm during October% rgo5, agreeing
to pay /6so poy ear, Th6 friaetbern
dealers afterwyrds refused • to• ship
the goods, and Livingston sue, diem
for the amount of prolog -Womble'
have made off the oranges if sent hint
as ordered, he lotting _eootracted
ahead of time withs- different de)thees,
to furnish !hem aombe of the fold,
but could not on account of the Pal-
metto people folio( to send the sup
ply.
Until next April was continued the
suit of Samuel'Speocer vs. Paducah
Traction company, and 5.11 Jewellvs. Paducah Traction company. Botb
want $2.6to damages on account of
being knocked from their buggy at
Tenth and Trimble by a street car,
they thereby sustaining injeries. The
car smashed into the baggy before
they could clear the track.
The jury decided in favor of the
defendant the danolge suit of Charles
Hurley against G. M. Spitzer for
$s000. Sp tier bad Hurley arrested
some months ago on a breach of the
peace charge. but 11111411M0 elute clear
in Squire Barber's court ssbere the
warrant was to 
y. 
Hurky
now sues Spitz ., damages
on the ground t at rilitice prompted
Spitzer to get out the breach of the
peace charge. The buy thought
otherwise andolibrogght in a Not-diet
again-a Hooky.
- Petit Juries.
The judge swore in theopet(t juries
yesterday for this term, thy consist-:g of :B. If. Ogilvie. Cote:. Walker:
John T. Hughes.. G. D,o0.11tspie, I..
Barry, W. 'H: M. Grief. Er. N. rowel'.
H. -H. Evads. S. 'T. Wooten. T. fr:
W., Ht Pouf!. G. ht.
104'.1. Clark. R. Y., Fox,
1 
PooVIGeorge Richardson, A.
eft. W. Bass. B. ). Hove-
-. *1t1$.-,KoNeil.• W. T. Smith,
T.'..-Marlin and J. H. Derritigton;
' Settle Estate. • •
A friendly suit wa's•filed by Adelia
F. Gilbert and other heirs against J.
M. Gilbert and Others to settle the "-
e%tate of the late A. G. Gilbert who
died some months. since in Tesonessee.
fie was the prominent tohlects.man
during life.
ed to Asylum.
jun.,- in the Circuit court yesterday
ootered Win. Ward taken blek"to the
ittslioe'asilimi at Hopkinstille. where
he was confined for some months dur-
inssfhe fall of otos. lie was released ,
as cured.' but evidencing sympthms












DR. S. B. CALDWELL, SR. LEFT
PERSONALTY WORTH $51,157
APPRAISERS WILL THIS MORNING 
FILE THEIR STATEMENT
IN THE COUNTY COURT 
TO THIS EFFECT, BUT IT HAS
NOTHING TO DO WITH THE 
REALTY WHICH IS WORTH
SEVERAL TIMES WHAT THE P
ERSONAL ESTATE IS VALU-
ED—MRS. ARCISSA WATTS DECRE
ES AN EQUAL DIVISION
OF HER ESTATE BETWEE
N HER CHILDREN.
ego.
Robert It. Noble, Wallace W
eil
anti W. F. Bradshaw, Sr., will
 today
file in the county court 
their apprias-
tnent of the personal property 
belong-
ing to the estate of the late 
Samuel
E. Caldwell,. Se. The documen
t was
-completed yesterday and shows the
personalty to be worth $51,157, it con-
sisting of stock in different corpo
ra-
tions, notes, cash in bank, and 
other
Eke valuables. The statement 
shows
Ur. Caldwell kept his money all 
in-
vested. as he had only about 
$3.300
in actual cash deposited at the 
banks.
The appraisers do not value the 
real
estate, which is worth possibly 
three
times as much as the personal 
estate,
thereby making all left by the de-
ceased worth about $200,000, eatimat-




The will of the late Mrs. 
Arcissa
Watts was probated yesterday in 
the
county court by Judge Lightfoot. 
She
leaves her estate to be equally d
ivided
among her children, Mollie 
:Magnin,
George, John, Arthur, Edward, 
Wal-
ter and Ray Watts. The 
document
was written November 6, won, 
and
signature of the deceased witnes
sed
by E. W. Whittemore, B. L. 
Bradley
and .Mattie J. Gore. Walter 
Watts
BANNER YEAR
In Industrial Activity in the 
United
States,
Washington, Jail Ia.—That the
year just brought to a close 
was a
banner one in the history o
f the
United States industrial activi
ty, far
outdistancing any previous recor
ds.
is the deduction of statistical 
experts.
Statistical experts of the bureau 
of
the department of commerce 
and la-
bor say the value of tnanu
facturejs'
raw materials imported in the 
eletven
months of the past year was Sa
w,-
oixt 000 against $37.000.000 in the 
cor-
responding months of 1905; and 
the
value of manufactures for further 
use
in manuf act tin ng was $223,000,000.
against $1140.000.000 in the 
same
months of the preceding year.
The total value of manufactutes
.ex-
ported in the eleven months of 
the
year just closed was, of manufa
ctures
for further- use in m
anufacturing.
$22c.000,000. against $194,000,000 in a
Mir period in the preceding year. 
and
of manufactures ready for 
consump-
: ;on, $438.000,000. against $391 
.000.
in the corresponding period of 
tgos.
isdicating that the total value 
of
-manufactures of all kinds exported
•eur'ng the year will exceed $7
00,000.-
enc.
Horrors of Murder Trials.
(Evansville Courier.)
.41'he "special writers" for the 
sen-
sational press who have been so eon-
sp.cuons at recent murder trials 
will
not be permitted to polo m th
eis
work in the court room in which Har-
ry Kendall Thaw i- to be tried 
for
the murder of Stan:ord White if the
plan which is now being sonsider
efi
by Justice Greenbaikm and District
Attorney Jerome is p i in effect. Th:2
*lass of writers made themselves par-
fctilarly offerrive at el.! trial of Chcs•
lee Gillette for the merdc-r of Gra•e
Brown. They exagge*ated and prç
varicated without limit. It is pro-
posed to have as litess of this sort ci
thing as possible at the Thaw trial.
There is no objection to the pres-
ence in court of reporters w.ho are
assigned to make legitimate reports
• of the trial. but there will be no wel-
come or room for 51.1Cb writers as are
descr bed by the New York Sun as
'heart-throb purveyors, dope special-
ista. First-aid-to-the-injured-heart stir-
geona. ex-Ministers. ex-actresses. ex-
defendants, phrenologists, hypnotists.
astrologers, human document ana-
Nests. beauty specialists, mind read-
ers and almost-famous folk of one
kind or another."
It will be argued in some quarters
that the reason such persons as de-
scribed above are employed by cer-
tain newspapers to write "impres-
sons" is that the public wants such
stuff. It is certain that the news-
papers which 'carry the stuff are eag-
erly bought and read by a great many
people. That does not, however,
prove that the stuff is good for them.
It might as well be argued that chil-
dren and simple-minded people should
be given all the things they want
which are known to be bad for them.
It will be better for the pidilic if
the sentimentalists and impression-
ists are kept out of the court.
is named as executor and qualified
yesterday. Mrs. Watts died last week
s.z their home on, North Fourteenth
street after a lingering illness with
complicated ailments.
The judge made many settlements
with different parties in the courtsyes-
terday and transacted some Other
minor business.
Property Transferred. •
J. Andy Bauer sold to Emma J.
P.:11ington for $1,100 property in the
Fountain park addition.
Josie L. Xebbler bought from Mary
Percy Hays for $zoo property on
hays avenue.
Property near Twenty-first and
Adams streets was sold by Mary An-
drecht to Bernard C. Snyder for $600.
Jeanette Weil transferred to Jacob
Weil for $1.000 her interest in prop-
el). at Broadway and Maiden alley.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
riage license to John Dooley. aged
5,-; of Kiowati, Iowa, aand Laura M.
‘Nood. aged 30 of this city: Anda
Modglin. aged IR and Carrie Farmer.
aged 15. both of Dixon Springs. Ill.
The two latter had parentage consent
certified to before a notary public,
being tinder legal age.
Some people are so "high-toned"
that they don't even have common
sense.
• The contractors who are bor;ng a
simnel through Lookout mountain for
the .S.mthern railway report that 360e
feet have been completed diming the
rte'" months and fifteen days of
operations,
DUKE ALMOST "DEAD BROKE"
Marlborough, in Straits, Is Now
Lookino for Low-Priced Flat.
London. Jan. 14—Under the sep-
aration agreement reached between
the Marlborougha the duke settles on
their children the $too.csoo settled on
him by the duchess' father, W. K.
Vanderb It, at the marriage. This
will accumulate for them ittring their
minority, minus the cost ffli their liv-
ing and education.
The duke, after maintaining Blen-
heim, which he determined as a mat-
ter of bride, in order to prove that
its ma ntenance has not bees de-
pendent upon the duchess' fortune.
will have about $40s000 income left
and he is now looking for a good
but tilt costly flat in Mayfield Ibr a
town residence.
It was after the duchess left Bo-
wood that he and the duchess met
in Paris in the presence of her moth-
er. The idea then was that in a few
days the children were to join the
duchess in Paris. go with her cruising
on the Val ant, her father's yacht. but
the duke informed her that Dried
Ivor, their youngest son, was ill with
measles and influenza at Blenheim,
whereupon she returned immediately
to London, though she did not go to
Blenheim to see the child. She re-
ceives constant information of his
condition.
Sunderland house, which she had
dismantled before her departure, has
now been reopened and the chldren
will join her for a trip abroad when
the younger boy is convalescent.
The duchess has been seen about
more than formerly since her return
from Paris.
WANTS HOMEMAKING TAUGHT
Mothers' Congress Has Plan for Na-
tion to Train Parents.
Philadelphia. Pa.. Jan. 12—The na-
eional executive committee of the Na-
tional Congriss of Mothers at a meet-
ing held; here today appr.: .•ed a bill
which will be acted upon by the con-
ere:, when it meets in Los Angeles
in May, which has for its object the
creation of a cabinet portefolio to be
designated "the departmeut of child
and home." The function of the de-
partment shall be to train parents in








Washington, D. C., Jan. 1.4.—ln a
most remarkable report published 
as
a bulletin by the bureau of animal
industry of the department of agri-
culture, n arning is sounded as to the
danger of tuberculosis being com-
municated to human beings through
• The bulletin embodies a report of
experiments that have been conducted
by Dr. E. C. Schroeder and W. E.
Cotton of the experiment station of
the bureau ow animal industry. They
have undertaken experiments with
hogs and cattle for the main purpose
of testing the susceptibility of the
lung to infection with tubercute bacil-
li regardless of the point at which the
material enters the body. Not only
was it shown that tubereulos:s may
readily be caused in the lungs, no
matter through what channel the ba-
cilli gain entrance to the body, but
various other facts were demonstrat-
ed having an important bearing on
the cammunication of this dread dis-
ease.
The experts as a result of their
investigatiorks coniclude that tuber-
culosis is contracted through the en-
trance of tubercle bac Ili; that the
lung is the organ most frequently
affected, regardless of where the in-
fectious material enters the body;
that tuberculosis infection may pass
from one part of the body to another
without leaving a chain of lesions to
mark its path: that fresh tuberclema•
terial has a doubtful significance.
These important conclusions in re-
gard to the cattle and dairy products
are drawn
"Tuberculosis mater al from cattle
has the highest virulence for all test-
ed species of the mammalian king-
dom to which man anatomically and
physiologically belongs and tubercu-
losis material from man has a lower
virulence
Man is constantly exposed to fresh
tuberculosis material in a helpless
way through his use of dairy prod.
%Jets from tuberculosis cows and cow?
assoc ated with tuberculosis cattle.
While many cases of tuberculosis
undoubtedly have their origin through
food directly or indirectly infected
with fresh tuberculosis material by
tuberculous persons, there is no means
today by which persons are brought
into closer contact tsith fresh tuber-
culous material than milk and dairy
products obta ned from and in the
environment of tuberculistia cows.
The wide use of milk, its .rapid dis-
tribution because of its perishable
character, the ease with which it may
be contanimated. all =peak for one
conclusion, namely, that we have no
more active agent than the tuber-
culous cow for the increase of tu-
berculosis among animals and ts per-
sistence among men.
Science in Dairy Methods,
In Denmark the (lairs/men have
succeeded in making every animal
pay profits. ,This was done by thirty
or more owners of dairies employing
an official tester to report upon the
result from individual cows. After
carefully watching and weighing the
milk for a given time the inspector
reported on the ind:viduals in each
herd. The result was that poor cows
went to the market and the produc-
ing value of dairy cows increased in
one year from $1.3 to $60 each. Such
results came from a system of work-
ing everything for profit. That is




The retail merchants say that bus-
iness is beginning to pick up again
after a several weeks' painful lull fol-
lowing the big holiday rush. The
business men are now having their
The Skunk Industry.
The skunk harvest is on in Maine,
and it is expected that it will amount
iso,ocio of the odoriferous little ani-
m:ls. Maine produces more than 25.-
000 gallons of skunk oil every year.
The skunk skin is a valuable commod-
ity. Milady who thinks she wears a
sealskin cloak would probably be cha-
grined to know that it is made chiefly
of skunk skins. These skins, which
are the foundation of Many furs of
oifferent names, sell for from twenty-
five, cents to $2. An average skunk
will yield a quart of oil. which 'sells
a: $3 a gallon wholesale, and the
NI:line youngsters find skunk hunting
profitable on frosty nights, receiving
enough to buy their winter clothes,
and they generally need new clothes




Wealthy Wisconsin Man Carries Out
Prediction by Suicide.
. war-
Jefferson. Wis., Jan. 1 2. —"This
county will never get Another cent
out of me." exclaimed 5ohn Janet-
cheek of Farmington township in the
county treasurer's office today after
objecting to the amount of hie taxes
as being excessive. A few hours later
his wife found him in their barn hang-
ing by a rope from a rafter. All
efforts to resusicate the man fa led
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' Taking affection, devotion,
for granted.
I take a solemn, cross-my-heart-
may-l-die oath that during the com-
ing year:
I will g:ve my wife one honest,
hearty, like-I-mean-it kiss every day.
I will tell her that I love her.
I will tell her that in my eyes she
is more beautiful and attractive than
she was when she was a girl and cap-
tured my heart.
I will notice when she has a new
gown, or has learned to do her hair
a new way, and pay her the compli-
ment that she has worked for seven
hours on the off chance of getting.
When she has burnt herself to a
cinder over the kictchen stove cook-
ing something that I like, I will not
gobble it doyvn like a pig without
even an appreciative grunt to show
that I perceive what she has done for
I will break myself of the newspa-
per habit if I have to go to a sanita-
tarium to do it, and wil not sit up
at the table with my eyes on the
stock report and my thoughts on the
baseball score while my wife tries to
talk to me.
I will also break myself of the M-m-
M-111 habit of replying to my wife's
questions.
I will try to be a companion to my
wife, instead of sitting up like a
stuffed figure of a bear with a news-
paper it its hand all the time I am at
home.
I vv'ell try to member that it takes
two people to make a happy home,
and that it is just as much my duty
to meet my wife with a glad, sweet
smile as it is for her to grin at me.
I will likewise bear in mind that
it is a wearing occupation to spend
twenty-four hours a day coobng and
sewing, and patching, and mending.
and nursing, and washing little faces
and tying up little lingers, and sleep-
ing w:th one eye open to see that lit-
tle sleepers are covered tip, and one
ear cocked for cries for water, and
that the individual who is slated for
this sort of a job needs some sort of
outside divers on. Therefore once a
week, without fail. I will take my wife
out without the children, for a treat.
I will bring her a bunch of flowers
and take her to the theater if I cat
afford it If 1 can't. 1 will at least
take her out for a walk at night and
make love to her.
1 will give her a simper of lobster
and champagne if my means permit
if they don't. 1 will gi‘e her beer
and sandwiches, and it will be all the
came to her, for I know by experi-
ence that when a man gives a wom-
an the best he has it is nectar and
ambrosia to her,- no matter what it is
irr reality.
I will not ridicule my w ie'% weak•
nesses, nor show off my wit at her
expense.
I will not bring home all of my
troubles and dump them down on the
shoulders of the woman who is al-
ready staggering along under all that
the has the strength to bear.
I will not vent on my wife and chil-
dren the ill tempert that I dare not
show to myclistomers and client,.
I will give my wife an allowance
during the ensuing year, and there-
by take away from her the degrada-
tion of havng to some to me like a
beggar.
I will make her a separate allow-
ance apart from the household ex-
pense appropriation, so that she may
have alliittle money to do with as she
pleases.
if my marriage has been a blight-
ing disappointment to me, if I find
that my wife is a foolish, frivolous,
mindless doll, or a bore that wearies
me to exhaust on, now that I have
grown tined of the prettiness that cap-
tured my fancy, I will not visit my
own mistake on her helpless head. She
is all now that she ever was, and she
is the kind of woman that such a girt
was bound to develop into, and out
of all the world I picked her for my
wife, and I will be man enough and
game enough to stand by my bargain.
Above all, T will not speak to my
wife in a way that I would knock
any other man down for do ng.
Clarksville. Tenn , Jan. 2. —The
Clarksville Anti-Saloon Leagbue forc-
es in this city held a meeting yes'ler-
day in the Cumberland Presbyterian
church in answer to a call from the
executive committee and thoroughly
organized for the fight which is to
be made to have the Adams law ex-
tended to Clarksville. A strong org-
anization was effected for the purpose
of securing the names of,the citizens
to a petition which will be circulated
requesting the legislature to extend
the Adams lass- to the city. The meet-
ing was amended by a large somber
of prominent business and profession-
al men and committees were appoint-
remnant and cut sale*, preparatory to l ed to present the petitions.
getting ,r :d of as rfinch winter stock
as possible to make room for the If roe!, fail to find love in yon they-
spring goods they will put on their wil: fail firid your Lord thr
ough





1 MONDAY and TUESDAYJanuary 14th and 15th, 1907
We will sell 300 pairs Misses' and Children's
* $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes for .5&\
See Our Window Display of This Broken Lot ot
;. ÷:=>1.0.0.:=:›tts:=4.000C:::40000<="0 1.-•
Fine Shoes for the Small Sum of 58c




"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER THAT'S QVAUTY"
40-0C4INC•400•10,0Nec==s04•41ailat,C=:410s:::›IN
C:::000040-
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rant- Let us build the boos.; you pay for it all yea
pay rent Vacant lab in all prts of the city. Nice lots es Wits
propotied car airtaedos on broad to axiom depot mod ea Aire
streets from bp to hie sea. Buy now on anetelleumet pies
while cheep. Trio It the highest ground I. the city. Property in
anverniag
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Bard D. Sanders, Pr. sad Mgr. Phone $s.
LIKENS LAWYER TO ROBBER
Boynton Scores Those Who
_haute the Statutes.
Chicago, Jan. i4—The congrega-
of the Lexington Avenue Baptist
heard a vigorous condemns-
the money-seeking lawyers
even ng in the predude to his
tegular evening sermon by Res Mel-
bourne I'. Boynton.
Declaring that the lawyer with a
long nose for tees and a short con-
science" was worse than the footpad
et the safehlower, the pastor launched
into a vigorotia denunciation of the
methods of these attorneys.
"When a lawyer seeks loopholes in
the statute through which to push to
freedom a guilty client he is. the
worse criminal of the two," said the
yastor. -Think of a lawyer making
a great case turn on an 'if' or an 'and'
in the mere draft 4 t f the law, not ask-
ng as to the real intent of the statute
mit. as to the moral guilt of his client!
Yet this sort of thing is an every-
day happening in the courts.
"A judge must has-4 a strong stom-
ach who can sit day after day and
listen to such quilibling by con-
scienceless advocates. The mobs that
howl around the jail fronts, north and
,saith. are the inevitable results of
making the law a magic sieve, the
meshes of which widen accord ng to
the golden weight in the pocket of
the defendant.
"There is no excuse for the lawyer
who juggles with the law. In these
days of great estates, patents, corpor-
ations and diversified commercial life
there is plenty of room for the honest
I May their tribe increase! Th
e reput-
able lawyers can do the public no
greater' good than to drive into ob-
livion the legal tricksters.
"A great change has taken plac
0
in the mimic pal administration o
justice. The municipal judges are
proving themselves to be not only
honest lawyers but upright judges as
well. It is refreshing to see the pro-
fessional politican shows; the door
that lets him out of the court into the
cold street. Th's city will stand by
the judge who thus ousts the political
pull from his court. Not even' the
great influence of the mayor will be
sufficient to reestablish the horror
regime."
shame of the old justice-chop
Pastor
Iowa Town Finally Decides to
Vote on the Proposition,
Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. '14 —Much
interest attaches to the special city
election at Newton which the city
counc I has called for the people to
vote upon the question of purchasing
for municipal operation the plant of
the Newton Water company.
The financial state of the water'
company at present shows that with
good Private management the water
works is now yielding about is per
cent on the investment.
The Swearing-Off Time.
"That man's too mean to swear
off anything."
`JEasy. Don't judge him harshly.
You never saw him in action allow








Great Men Interested in Esperanto.
Tolstoy, asked his opinion of Es-
peranto as an auxiliary international
langliage, replied:
"I have often thought that there
is no more Christian science than
the study of languages, that study
which permits of our communicating
and allying ourselves with an incal-
culable number of our fellow men,
and I have often remarked how peo-
ple bear themselves as enemies to
one another, solely because they have
no means of inter-communication.
The study of Esperanto, then, and
its diffusion, is assuredly a Chr:stian
labor which hastens the coming of
the kingdom of God, the main—I
should say, the onry—aim of human
life."
Prof. Wilhelm Ostwald of the Uni-
verity rif Leipzig. one of the few
real- philosophers in the day of pro-
fessors of philosophy, has become a
staunch supporter of the catte of the
who gets .new language. As a scient.st. visit-
, ng :Jac uuivvrsity after another in
, , a
ni.sti) lauds, he has conclade(l Ow Es-
peranto is at once the hope and so-
lution of the problem of intercommu-
location even arming learned matt Is
France some of the leading Esperan-
lists are Prof. Itelithelot and Poen-
care, members of the Institute of
France: Gen. Sebert of the Francis
army, and NU Boirac, the acadenii
etan, rector id the University of I) -
jots. who ices in the growth of Er
anto an event -as vital as the ,inven
lion of printing. In England, tits
pre•ident of the British society is
Lieut. Col. Pollen. the well known
linguist and experienced traveler: an
the president of the London soc ety
is Frliis Thiseheles, the celebrated lift-
••1 and fer‘ent worker on behalf of
intermit tonal arbitration and peace
Prominent in ailovcaey are Nlai. Ge
George Cox of the Brillsh army. and
W,. T. Stead. eillor of the Eiseish
Review of Reviews, who wow has a
regular department. oi infornaailon
about Esperanto is Ii • magazine.
in this country Profs. Huntington
and Morse of Harvard, Prof. Vdes of
the Ohio State university, Prof. Bur-





tte'irir Salhle saacinessigitPr y‘lar
published recently, a-e among
tiro. to 77gnify appreciation of I
merits of the inveiit on. The 6r.
sign of primary teaching appears,
the fAmoits Latin *,•hool of .Rosbut
where an iiptiqinai course, area
adopted by a class of fifty, has be
establisked by Prof. Lowell.—X,
Amelican Review.
And Swinging 'a Big Beier.
An exchange reminds boys that it
i• not the best pool player, who 'be-
come president. Certainly no:. Th
boy who %Auld become presiden
should give h s attention to tennis,
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FORMER  PADUCAHAN GETS
$450,000,LAWYERTM
Padacahans were highly pleased to
-atotice Sunday in many papers pub-
lished the country over, mention of
(he fact that frbon. Samuel E. Piles
had received the enormous attorney's
fee of Wasson for carrying to a final
. conclusion the b tter legal battle over
the John Sullivan will. The dispatch-
es coming here Sunday state as fol-
lows regarding the fee
"By the terms of the decision
of Judge Arthur E. Griffin, in the
famous John Sullivan will case.
United Senator S. If. Piles is to
receive one-half of the reedue of
the estate, which is estimated at
not less than $900,000, in consider-
ation of his assistance in carry-
ing the case to a final conclusion
and in rendering the necessary
attorney's service."
Twenty-five years ago Samuel Piles
res ded in the city of Paducah. Stnah-
land is his old home, and while there
be studied law under Judge W. D.
Greer, now of this city. When a
young man Mr. Piles betook himself
to the West, his only possession be-
ing a head full of good. hard sense.
and body full of grit and determina-
tion. He worked his way out by
cooking in mining camps and doing
other odd job. to pay his way along
Hr landed at Seattle. and, getting a
mart. !began working his way up the
ladder of fame, until now he is the
leading man of the West. Two years
ago he was elected to the United
States senate and still holds a position
in that august bratty. He wet one
of the main lawyers in the Sullivan
case, and his fee now makes him in-
dependently wealthy.
HON. SAMUEL E. PILES, UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM
WASHINGTON, RECEIVES THAT ENORMOUS AleOUNT FOR
CARRYING TO A FINAL CONCLUSION THE FAMOUS JOHN
SULLIVAN WILL CASE—HE IS STEPSON OR MRS. CORNE-
LIA PILES, WHO LIVES INPADUCAH WITH HER SISTER,
'MRS. J. K. GREER, WIFE OF THE LIFE INSURANCE MAN.
1M- 
aka=
He is a brother of Mr. Matt Piles,
formerly in the hay and feed busi-
ness on Second street, this city, but
who is now in Seattle. Mrs. Corne-
lia Piles, stepmother of Senator Piles,
resides here in this city, on Harahan
boulevard, with her sister, Mts. J. K.
Greer, wife of the well known insur-
ance man.
Heir Was Poor Washerwoman.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett, the attorney
of this city, practiced in %Seattle and
Spokane for many years and was inti-
mately associated with Senator Piles.
Mr. Corbett remembers well the tam-
(sus litigation. John Sullivan died in
Seattle worth about Sissoonices but
there were no relatives there to claim
the estate. The laws out there are
that if no heirs exist all estates go
to the state treasury. Feeling sure
that Sullivan had heirs some place.
Mr. Piles sent his law partner to the
t;tad millionaire's old home in Dublin,
ireland, and there they found Sulli-
van's s.ster, who was a poor washer-
woman, and with whom Senator Piles
and his partner made an agreement
that the attorneys would pay all the
expenses of the litigation, provided
they were paid for their services fifty
per cent of the amount they might
. reclains for the poor woman, who
suggested this basis of retnuneration.
For three years now the state of
Washington has been trying to get
the estate thrown into the common-
wealth treasury. but Senator Pip
fought them to the supreme eVi.
*inning in each tribunal, and atm
gets Leso.oao for himself and partner
still an equal amount for the poor
sister, and also a child of another
sister of Sullivan's.
FASHION NOTES.
The colder the weather the more
fascinating the display of spring and
summer woods which January br ngs
to the front The mid-winter month
has been judiciously .eletted for the
exphsitation of all the airy and de-
lightfully sheer fabri: s with which
the women of today- adern theinsetse•
and it is with unfeigned joy that the
womorn turn from the contemplation
of winter raiment to :he charm, of
mulls lid meshes. fe•m
and noolen goods Of pt•otts
to the delightfully c'31-iooking too,
vise:arias- and deicals sash nide.
If one is not going South or Well:
then there is the sale sithouseheld
things. linens Go table and bed room. arc almost hand'"m' " gowns,the princess or empire shape be ngtowel supplies to be replen •Imert. ta.
timed extensively, and the trimmingsbit cloths b. be purchased. napkins
to he matched. doilies to be selected.
is run through the lace bead ng at
the top. For very full figures which
are not fully supported by the ordi-
nary corset there are very close-fit-
ting cover which completely inclose
the buo and may be made as close at
desired, since the ends or sides are
pointed, cross in the hack and fasten
in front with tapes, which permit the
fastening being made as close or as
loose as the wearer may desire.
GIRL SEEKS
KIDNAPPERS
PATROLS NEW YORK STREETS
INVITING AND AWAIT-
ING ATTACK.
Father Had Received Letter Demand-
ing St000 for Daughter's Safety
—Signed "Black Hand."
centerpieces to be acquired. If the
home is well furnished with all these
'necessary and desirable articles, then
there ir the underwear sale to hold
pnblic interest, and there can he no
sniesii in that the. aniferniesliiis a• pre.
fessaid. atelsynsere quite as worthy of
I consideratinn a• are the gowns
. In fact. !here is
enee between the
underwear sle n
oisite expensive lingerie gowns. The
• lfiriencos of the material, the beam)
of the late-. the daintiness of the rib-
bons, the tiny hand-sewed tucks, the
lovely embroidery. all tend to make
the immiermuslinmi of the fastidiou•
n woman things id beauty and cense.
quentlf a joy.
The new embroideries are particu-
larly admirable for the mak ng of
underwear. The evelst emlennieries.
the hroderir Anglaise. the %het- nain-
nook flotincings with the careful's- ar-
ranged patterns of staffed en.broid-
ery which resembles hand work and
which is so tine as to he (pike suitable
fen dre•ses as well as for under.' sar—
all these, together with the swthny
beautiful designs in lace, lend them-
selves to th • makeup of some emn-
derfelly beautifully articles of wear ng
apparel.
Some very fetching petticoats 'which
flee shown for wear under the ex-
quisite lingerie gowns are rash:oiled
-almcest like dress skirts, so beauti-
fitly are they made so fine arc they
in material and so excellent are the
eSigns shown in the embroidered
flouncing which makes their principal
charm.
*The little French chemise of nain-















ge are made. howsven to take
ace or the knitted sik 'it wool tin -
vest. while the heavier and !anger
mise presupposes the wearing of
knitted vest. the chemise taking
lace of a corset cover.arel ender-
The corset covers arc masses
c and embroidery if they hen to
owinder lingefe gowns, hat arc
simpk• if nann ender a closely
ilk or wool gown. •
-try slender figures some of
rs are made with full ruffles
e bust which hold the gown
n, in other instances the
simply that which natural-
mom taira the ribbeu which
The neglieres, which hold quite a
place in the January displays. arc of
all sorts and c liiions. from the
very plevein gown of outing or eider-
dean flannel to the exquisitely made
French negligees of silk, crepe or of
sheer nainisook trimmed with lace.
embroidery and ritshons The latter
are so rich and so beautiful as to sug-
gest an outer robe.
In the India silks and the Japanese
and Chinese crepe, the matinees and
negligect are wonderfully fetching.
the enqnisite embroideries counting
for much in the makeup. The trail-
'prays of lovely flowers which
adorn the‘e thin kimonns are so beau-
tiful that it is like possessing a lovelyvery I tile differ- picture to own and wear one of thesefinest samples of dainty creations The shadings areand some of the so marvelous, the mastery of design
so complete that they are veritable
works of art.
the
The dresses in the wash goods, the
lovely lingerie frocks of imported or-
igin. the aStractive costumes wh ch are
fashioned on this side of the water,
in shine all the fetching things are
in evidence and show a variety which
is remarkable. cansidering that it is
almost impossible to say in which the
points of difference consist, beyond
the fact that one costume is perhaps
more elaborate than the other.
The pink and blue linens are shown
with embroidery ,in -white or in the
self-colorings: the white linen frocks
arc as Wonderfully embroidered and
have the same insets of lace as the
heavier sorts, while the all-over em-
brcedery and the all-over lace gowns
are diversified and appeal to the wo-
man who loves .daintiness,
THREE-CENT PARE FOR TIME
New York, Jan. re—Concealing a
revolver in her muff and with her fin-
ger touching the trigger, Bessie Ed-
son, the beautiful 15-year-old daugh-
ter of Abraham Edson, a wealthy
downtown jeweler, who for a week
has defied a band of blackmailers to
steal and murder her, walked up and
down near the flowery and Ri-ving-
ton street last evening, waiting in
vain for her foes to appear. Three
days ago Bessie declared that the
undertaker would have a job if any-
one tried to steal her.
A recent letter signed the "Black
hand" and demand ng that al000 be
placed somewhere on the Bowery near
Rivington street reached. the Edson
family. Bessie rest? the missive and
threw it outside. A moment latei_the
picked a pistol out of her father's
show window and said:
"Now let those kidnapers come, if
they dare."
The Edsons re•ide at Nb. Ins Bow-
ery. Her father Tor years has core
ducted a jewelry store. Among his
customers are many Italians. The
threatening letters began to arrive
several weeks ago. The letter wh ch
caused Bessie to arm herself read
as follows:
"Mr. Edson: I know you good, so
give me $t000. I plea( your daugh-
ter and I kill her. Put the thousand
dollars near Bowery and Rivington
street. Don't foruct or she will sure
be murdered. I need your money.
BLACK HAND.
"P. S.—Me no fool you. I mean
business, so hurry up and be there
Wednesday evening.
"BLACK HAND."
Mr. Edson turned the letter over
to Detective Sergeant Petrosino of
the Italian detect,* bureau. It was
mailed from Station A. in the don n-
tnwn Italian quarter.
For the last few days Miss Edson
has carried a revolver. Several of
her girl ft ends dared her to go on
the Hosiery and Rivington street and
wait for the kidnapers. As a result.
Bessie has patrolled the neighborhood
where the kidnapers promised to come
fur the money. She kept a close watch
meu and women as they passed,
but MO one spoke or even looked at
her. Wilien seen yesterday she said:
"I guess there is no danger of my
being kidnaped by the 'Black Hand.'
I suppose when they heard I was
going to carry a pistol they became
afraid and gave up the idea of get-
ting el000 from my papa. I guess I
have taught the 'Black Hand' a les-
son, and hope that in the future they
w II keep away from little girls. I
have given the kidnapers a chance to
steal me, but they didn't have the
nerve to carry out their threats I
will keep on carrying the revolver for
a few days more Any tiine the kid-
napers want to see me personally, let
them come around and I will talk
business with them."
Her friends along the Flowery de-
clare that Bessie is the bravest girl in
New York,
Truce in Cleveland Street Car War
Arranged for Thirty Days.
Cleveland. 0., Jan 14.—An armi•-
t ce of thirty days was declared in
Cleveland's street railway controversy
this afternoon by the acceptance on
the part of the city of the offer of
the Cleveland Electric company to
operate its lines where its franchises
are held to have expired on a three-
cent fare basis for that period.
A resolution to that effect- was
unanimously adopted in the meeting
of the city council. A truce has also
lifsen arranged between the Cleveland
Electric company and the Forest City
company by whch the fight between
them over disputed territory is also
suspended for thirty days.
In the. meantime city officials and
the nfficials of the .street railway
companies will endeavor to reach a
definite agreement on the entire
franchise contraversy
FIGHTERS MAY PUMMEL
EACH OTHER TO PIECES.
Alai WOMAN Avomattaii Efiaangera Co.
BEFORE COURT
SUSPICION THAT SHE IS NOT
ABIDING BY ORDER
OF COURT.
Rector David Wright of Grace Epis-
copal Church Lodges the Infor-
mation Before Judge Reed.
Sunday Rector David C. Wright of
Grace Episcopal church telephoned
Judge W. 'M. Reed that he had seen
th.ngs which convinced him that
Daisy Allen was not abiding by the
instruction of the judge that no more
bawdy houses flourish on Kentucky
avenue between Ninth and Eleventh
streets. The judge directed the min-
ister to appear before him in the cir-
cuit court yesterday, at which time
the divine was placed under oath,
and then made a verbal affidavit, set-
ng forth what he had viewed and
which convinced him the Allen wom-
an was running her bawdy house
which she was compelled to close the
first of last December. On the min-
ister making his statements Judge
Reed then ordered that the Allen
woman appear before him by next
Saturday and show cause why she
should not be punished - for violating
the court's rul ng that no , immoral
establishments of this nature shall
flourish out that way.
Rector Wright's home is on Ken- GENE R AL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
tucky avenue between Eighth and
Ninth streets, and he has a good view
of what was formerly the "scarlet"
district.
It is contempt of court if the Allen
woman is running her place, and the
punishment very severe.
It is understood the madames
claim things will "blow over" in a
few weeks and they can run the r
places again, but this action of the
court shows that their actions are not
going unobserved, report of which
will be made %sheers er anN thing; 50%-
piciotti is noticed.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 8. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
, Accident, Life,1Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.








Colorado Executive Declares He Will
N(.t Interfere With Ring Contest.
Denver, Col.. jun. 2. —Covernor
lienry A 'trete!. " the preacher gov-
ernor." says that prize fighters may
pummel each other to their heart's
content in Denver. and he will not
raise a finger to put the lid on the
game. fie says that he is governor
of Colorado. but the troubles of Den-
ver are not his troubles.
With a tainkle in his eye he said:
"Of course if I had anything to do
with such things I would have these
two fistic gentlemen sitting in easy
rocking chairs singing that pathetic
ballad, 'What is Home Without a
Mother.' but I hardly imagine either
et these two men is seriously thinking
along this line just now."
This expression of opinion was
breught out by the receipt of a num-
ber of letters asking him to stop the
coming Lewis-Smith fight in time to
f`prevsnt the murder of Smith."
City Electrician Refuses to Work
and Mayor Can't Fill the Job.
St. Charles, Mi.. Jan. te—The city
again tonight is in total darkness, the
result of the one-man strike at the
municipal lighting plant. And the
worst of its is that there is no relief
in sight, the deadlock In the city coun-
cil preventing any settlement of the
matter.
Mayor Ringe said tonight that he
would try to procure an electrician
from St. Louis to take the place of
Acting City Electrician Buchmer. who
struck last flight. but he said he had
little hope that a man would come
and eork under the circumstancen
w th the present prospect of getting
his money.
Cuelimer was appointed by the
mayor and the ligliting committee,
but the city- council refused to con-
tirm him and to give his the regular
salary of tom a month. Then Buell-
flier closed down the plant.
There will not be another meeting
of the council until the first Saturday
in February unless the mayor calls an
extra session. Mayor Ringe has not
issued any- cal!, and tonight said thil.
'n the present deadlock, he saw little
good in Oseing such a call.
YOUNG LADY KILLED
IN BICYCLE ACCIDENT.
Chattanooga, Tenn.. Jan. I 2. —Miss
Nina SImpkinson is dead in this city
as the result of being run down by
a bicyclist here a few days ago.- The
remains have been taken to Rome.
Ga., for interment. George Q. Simp-
kinson, a conductor on the Cincinnati
Southern 'railroad, is a brother, and
a sister. Mrs. Grace Simpleinson Lil-
lis. of Cincinnati, survive the deceased
besides a brother who lives in Wash-
itigton.
Paducah Transfer Company
TELEPHONE GIRLS OF TWIN
CITIES RIDICULE SAGER
Hello Lassies Declare They Can




SUPERIOR FACILITITS FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHU&
ZIT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
°MCI SECOND AND 111014 ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
St. Paid, Minn.. Jan. I 2.—T win-city
telephone .girls are tip in arms over
the declaration of Circuit Attorney
Sager, of St. Louis, that a man tete-
phrine operator is better than the
"hello girl." because the latter cannot
keep a secret.
Sa d the spokesman of the tele-
phone girls today:
"The very idea that we cannot keep
secrets! We hope that that peerless
St. Louis lawyer and his grand jury
will have a good time with their old
man operator.
"I guess the young women, of
course, have same pretty near demon-
strating that they can handle tele-
phone calls from any standpoint a
good deal better than any nervous,
quick-tempered man.
"A man just couldn't do it. Profan-
ity izn't permitted."
VOTE BOX CASE TO HEARST
Appellate Court Returns Decision in
Favor of Editor.
New York. Jan. 12. —The appellate
ciivisien of the supreme court today
handed down a decision affirr)iing an
order of justice MacLean denying a
mention to vacate the order of April
ao. 1906. which directed that the ha'-
lot boxes of the last mayoralty elec-
tion be preserved. The decision is
in favor of Mr. Hearst and keeps:10=mm. 
in elect the order requiring the pre -
The /1" SlibSC A Register
si rvation ef the ballot boxes.
time server never serves:Ability is the measure of answera-
WE Pay 4 per cent,. interest,on time deposits. Start
the New Year rigbt by starting
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Igaurra,re'lli.tliorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city tjtOgIdAlbject to the action of
the d•-~if e party.
We arg authorized to announce the
Toe..4 Eur:hase for c ty
sebiect to the action of the
democratic party.
Railroad Commissioner.
We are authorized to announce
George W. Landram, of Livingston
county, as a candidate for railroad
commissioner from the First Railroad
district of Kentucky; subject to the
action of the democratic party.
Tuesday Morning, January 15, ism.
Unlawful Expenditures.
The tax-payers of the city are just
beg nning to realize the predicament-
into wItich the city has been place
by the republican general council ex-
ceeding the appropriations for loon
in the enormous sum of $44,o45.36. the
amount of the deficit to be provided
kw out of the levy for 1907. With
the increased police force and this
deficit to be met, the balance of the
revenue yielded by the highest rate
allowed under the constitut on. jilts,
will barely pay the actual running
expenses of the city; unless the as-
sessed valuation is raised several mil-
lion dollars. • •
The legislature fote'saw just such
:-onditions when the charter was
framed:lett inenrporated an express
provision -prohibiting the general
council from expending any money a
excess of the amount levied or ap-
propriated, and fixed a heavy penalty
for a violation of that law.
Secrisin scan of the charter reads:
7•Expensinure of_ money limited-
Penalties. The general council shall
one expend any money in excess of
the amount annually levied, collected
or appropriated for any special object.
Any member of the general council
who shall knowingly vote for any
appropriation of money or for the
mak ng of any contract in violation
of this act, or any officer of the city
who shall knowingly do any act to
inipsie.4iapcps . than-tit y any pecuniary
liability irrixcess of the authority ins
/SIP sif`TrtPtittrAnil* be guilty of a
nsisdemeanor,- on)On conviction, be
n, pu ished by 1 n e of not less than
•
e hsandred nor more than one
- 4
thousandlars. or imprisonment in
-ahe county jail not less than one
,aistinth nor more than one year. or by
both fine and imprisonment."
$150 !icense fee that the city has. •o
go to a great expense for police. The
less saloons in a city the better for
the people, and where they have no
saloons We believe it to be still better,
but if we must have them let's have
as few as possible and of the best
character possible.
The liquor people themselves
should favor high license, for it means
the eliminat'on of the dives and low
grade saloons. Such places are do-
ing more for the growth of the sen-
timent for local option than anything
else. We believe if a vote oa local
option was taken in IPOducaltsat this
time that it would carry. The peitile
are getting impatient with 'the idea
of eitablish ng salodnh11111c7Ver
city, knid ready-it cooperate 'in
any movement having for its object a
betterment of the liquor evil.
This is the law and it means what
it says. Yet the general council paid
no attention whatever to it.
Section 3070 reads: "Appropriations
Restricted.; No appropriation or pay-,
/tient shall be made from ansysrevenue
dr fund account in exceSs of the
amount actually collected .or
here7nafter pisivided. anti in
the treasury.'
Should it develop that no mistake
; slats in the allegation that one of the
places in the red light district has
reopened, the public may safely count
on Jude. Reed asserting the suprem-
acy of the law. If the order of the
court has been defied an example si
the offender wil be made. This com-
munity has suffered too much already
from the law being trampled 'under
foot by the harlots, the gamblers and
the lav/Iess saloons.. It is time to
serve notice on that cla•s that the
law must be obeyed or the offenders
committed to jail along with other
criminals. As the complaint that a
bawdy house does exist in the old
district is tiled by a citizen residing
near that territory, if it proves to be
correct, it Will be a direct reflection
on the police department of thc city.
The public will watch the progress
of the case and at its conclusion w 11
doubtless be heard on the itotstion.
Tells The San How It's Done.
The Owensboro Inquirer very ter'
ely informs the Paducah Sun how
the denizens of the red light districts
rosy be suppressed when it says:
"What was done in Owensboro can
be done in Paducah. The Sun says
the women of the 'red light' district
can not be driven out of the city, but
if the officers do their duty they can
arrest and prosecute so often these
women for violations of the law pro-
hibitisig their vocation that they find
it best to leave the city. Mayor
O'Bryan allowed them to choose be-
tween leaving the city or remaining
here and taking the consequences.
"Whenever the officers of Paducah
really desire to rid that city of the
'red light' district they can find it
cssy enough under the law, without
any suggestions flown Mayor O'Bry-
an of Owensboro."
•
The New Tax Borden.
(Leluisville Post.)
The citizens of Louisville arc re-
ceiving from the state auditor at
Frankfort a circular letter enclosing
first, a copy of the new license tax
of commercial and industrial corpora-
tions, and. second, a schedule for the
assessment under this law. Few tax-
payers give any attention to legisla-
tion when the legislature is in session
and those who do have forgotten
probably that a year ago a new source
of revenue was discovered. An act
wz passed imposing a tax of 30
cents on every $t.000 of the capital
tock of any corporation chartered
by Kenlocky or any other state.
If the entire property of the corpo-
ration is located in the state of Ken-
tucky then the tax applies to the en-
tire stock of. the coroporation. _
The corporation doing business in
th's state and having a part of its
psrperty located outside of the state
must make a return to the auditor
showing its gross income, showing
the amount of its property located in
this state and the amount outside
of this state, in order that the board
of assessment may be able to determ-
ine what proportion of the capital
stock shall pay this tax of so cents.
This ita2mther burden imposed at
ar, unfortunate time upon all organ-
ised business, big and little; upon all
industrial. and commercial corpora-
tion's; upon all of the little companies
organized by men of small means for
the purpose of securing co-operation.
or combinations among the compet-
itors of sthe great companies. It will
he a burden upon all commerce and
all industry, but it will be felt more
Saloon License Tax. especially by the smaller companies,
for one provision is to the effect that
no tax shall be less than $to. so that
a corporation of 55,000 or of $10.0013.
known as high license for saloons. or '$15.000. $20.000. $30000 or 533,000
! •'the paltry sum of $150 a year simply must pay the 5to tax,
,What the cities of Kentucky need
is the posi-1- to „establish what .
lrskhenp'grOg shops fo If
frinarhai-e -saloons, they should
be first class in every particular and
f tle.pae,.. year „has been a year of
etitication.::-,sthat is. it has been educat-
ing the taxpayer of cities of the state
nf Kentucky, bm espetiailv the tax-
conducted on the ̀ highest plane po“ Pavers of the city of Louisville, into
a knowledge of the conditions Undersible. A license tax of Irli,000 or
which thip are permitted to do busi-
ness.
the number of saloons very material- I
July Il'gh license will turn in more When hes- husband is hab Nally tar-
1,ectitfitts • and require less policemen. dy. a worhan doesn't want him tr
Zliete are so many places under the say, "See you later."
$2,000 will be the means of reducing
can discount his future.
Tragedy of Hearn's Career. NIGHT RIDERSBut in the end-and hear lies thereal tragedy of Isafcadio,llearn's ca-
reer-even Japan lost its witchery.
He married a Japanese wife, became
the father of four childTen, converted
himself into a subject of the milcado,
inspired Japanese youth through, his
lectures and writings, sent back 
t 
,mar-
velous books to the world he ad
left; and yet-he was not happy, a
dream was not realized! The sadslirat
element in his letters is that ofAn-
creas-ng disillusionment. He lived
among the Japanese, and had their
respect andi affection; but, after all,
he could never forget that he was a
stranger in a strange land. At Imes
hia, was very ,laingly-te cones it
and tells of 4a and weeks ii0en he
saw no living being outsise,A.,of his
own householsb J. ,.. vii0cAiltef1selY'
but his labors brought him ,piin, as
wellias soy.d,,Worf,t of,all, tbertcame
upon him overwhelmingly, at t last,
the conaciptissacas..t4g.the 4goian he
had loved and sought was ading
away, and that in its place, would
grow "civilization"-the very thing
he had traveled moo° miles to es-
cape.-Current Literature.
Chief Justices Do Not Resits,.
Chief justices do not resign. From
John Marshall's time until now none
has resigned. Taney, Chase and
Waite died in office. Mts.. Fuller has
no intention to do otherwise, and is
in good health. Nor .under any. c r-
curnstances. would he 'agrees w4h, :a
republican president to resign, 48- en-
able the latter to name a republican
to succeed him. •
The press cannot know the sort
of democrat Mr. Fuller 'is. It cannot
know the force of the custom which
makes the chief justiceship an obli-
gation for life, as well as an inviolable
fife honor. To be sure, Mr. Chase
was suspected of desiring the press -
dency, but he held the chief juoicto
ship till he died. Mr. Fuller regards
his office as of equal rank with that
of the president. and as a place of
higher dignity because of longer ser-
%ice -Brooklyn Eagle.
OVERCOAT COSTS
TAX KING 25 CENTS.
Omaha Miser, Who Lives on t7 Cents
a Day, Gets Bargain.
iOrnaha, Jan. 14.-In a moment of
extravagence Andrew Jackson Sea-
man. the Omaha tax title king, who
Lees on 17 cents a day and Is worth
$100,000 or more, bought an overcoat
for 25 cents
Then, realizing what a spendthrift
he had been, the tax title king tried
to make up for his depacsure from
his rigid rule of economy by swing
a few pennies on another part ,of,
attire. He needed a hat, so sought for
cne -in the rubbish heaps near his
Lome. After ie search he finally fish-
ed up a ragged, discarded cap out of
a heap and put it on.
Thus attired the eccentric rich man
to his office and boasted to his
fr:cnds that he had procured a new
,,vercoat and cap for 25 cents. Unlike
other misers Seaman laughs over his
niggardliness.
What pleased 'him most was the
fact that his "new" overcoat cost him
in cents less than the one he has
worn for several years. A year ago
he clothed himself again from head
to toe for $t.35. His coat cost so
cents, trousers 6o cents, hat 15 cents.
vest to cents and shoes 50 cents.
With a fortune at his command
Seaman selects to live in a cold, bar-
isn room in the suburbs. He pays
50 cents a week for the room and
spends about to cents a day for (nod.
't is an extraordinary event when he
buys clothing.
He earned the name of tax king by
a:tending delinqirent tax sales. He
always invests thousands of dollars.
and claims to hold more tittss than
soy other man in the city.
WHIRLED LIKE A PINWHEEL
Boy Clings to Spokes of Rushing
Wagon Till Released.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 14.-Whirled
around a wagon wheel at a terrific
speed 12-year-old Harry Kearney ot
590o Girard avenue escaped death
death by-rare presence of mind.
Tempted by several companion: to
steal a ride on an empty lumber
wagon that was passing ha home he
stepped on the hub of the wheel, but
in a twinkling missed his footing and
slipped in between the spokes. Un-
daunted by his perilous- position he
grasped at another spoke and at the
same time drew his legs in to prevent
their striking the axle of the wagon
as the wheel turned around.
Cling ng to the spokes for life the
wheel made half a dozen ccmsplete
kevolutions, while women khrieked
with fear and the companions of the
boy stood horror stricken on- the
pavemert. The driver of the wagon,
attracted by the screams of, the
women, made a desperate effort to
stop the horses, but not before the
.,wagon had gone some distance.
Extricated from his dangerons post
tion, the boy's only request was that
h s friend; refrain from telling his
sick mother of his experience, and
with a "thank you" to the an who
pulled him from the wheel he dashed
off to school as unconcelsned as
though nothing had happened.
When a man brags of his Act
MAKE THREATS
BUNDLES OF SWITCHES RE-
CEIVED BY CALDWELL
COUNTY FARMERS.
Raiders Will Receive Warm Recep-
tion by Some of the Growers-
Prepared for Them.
Princeton, Ky., Jan. 14.-The night
riders are -still at work in and around
Princeton. There ,have been several
bundles of switches and notes left at
the home of men who have tobacco
sold but not delVered. James Wylie,
a farmer living one mile west of
Princeton, received a bundle of
switches and a note saying they
would use the switches if he did not
put his tobacco in the associatitm.
Mr. Wy lie says:
"I had intended joinng the asso-
ciation, but now I will not, if they
want to burn my barn that is all
they can dos and they had better du
that while I am asleep.
"If I catch them on my place I will
give them a few loads of buckshot."
There have been more guns, cart-
ridges and buckshot•sold in Prince-
ton during the past two months 3han
in two years previous. The feeling
between the farmers out of the as-
sociation is grow ng very strong. The
farmers went to Crider, Xy., about
seventy-fire strong and shipped two
cars of tobacco,. One car was ship-
ped fm Prince‘m on the same
date. A crowd of about twenty-five
men stayed in Princeton that night
to see that no damage was done to
the car. There were three cars load-
ed and shipped from Crider yesterday.
The men went to Crider heavily arm-
ed and they say they will kill the
first man that attempts to stop them
from delivering the r tobacco.
John G. Orr, who was buying to-
bacco here for the Imperial Tobacco
company, and whose factory was
binned on December t by the mobs
receivsill a letter a few days ago say-
ing: "We burned your barn and if
you. attempt to buy or receive any
tobacco here we will get you next."
Many of Mr. Orr•s friends have
been urging him to leave Princeton.
The non-association men do not want
Mr. Orr to leave.
SUIT FOR MILLIONS





'Ata Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts   $194.363.97
4,000.000-Stocks and Bonds  ... ..
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures  ocifia 17.
Cash and Exchange   56,709-95•
$34154.09.
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock   $ 50,00000
Undivided Profits 
 4 2047:92 28:5 730Deposits 
$262,i54.09
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
stockholders payable on demand.






Springfield. III., Jan. 14.-Prepara-
tions were completed early this even-
ng by Illinois state officials for the
suit to be filed by the attorney gen-
eral's department against the Illinois
Central Railroad company.
Action probably will be instituted
tomorrow. The proceeding will b:
filed in the supreme court and will
be in the nature of a bill for an ac-
c3unting. According to the states
contention, this proceeding is neces-
sary by reason of the complicated rec-
ords of the railroad and the extent
of the computations.
No specific amount of indebtedness
is mentioned in the bill of the petit
ioners, for the reason that it has been
impracticable to compute the same.
The bill is a voluminous document.
covering 135 abstract pages of printed
matter.
W. H. Boys, of Streator, former
assistant attorney general; B. T. I.in-
coin. of Ottawa. and Major J. H.
Widmer. of Otawa, prepared the case
and willshaxe charge of the entire
prOcecution.
The rules of the supreme court
stipulate that a bill must be filed at
least twenty days before the opening
day of a court term to insure the
imeketing of the case for , that term.
This will bring the case on the docket
fcs the February term of court.
PAINT COUNTY JAIL.
Chairman Bleich Will Not Award the
Contract Until Today.
Chairman John J. Bleich of the
county jail committee from the fiscal
court yesterday morning opened bids
put in by painters want ng to repaint
the county jail, but be will not award
the contract until today some time.
There were about ten bids, ranging
from $40 to $175, and to the lowest
and best bidder will go the contract
for the work, which will be started
at once.
TOLEDO CLUB.




The Toledo, Ohio, baseball club in
the National ,League will arrive
March 15 to remain until May s.
practicing at the Paducah ball park
and getting in tr m for the coming
season. This makes the third spring
they have ceime here to work them-
selves into condition. General Man-
ager John Bleeeker, of .the traction
company which owns the park, re-
ceived'a letter to this effect yesterday
from the Toledo manager.
Mr. Bleecker is conferring with Mr.
Burnley Hook for the latter to rs•••-•-
yout age fladucah's independent twit Me
, year, but no deal has yet been
-The teachers of the county pub-
lic schools were--paid off Saturday,
their money having arrived from the
state school fund at Frankfort.
-The Kentucky State Breeders' as-
social on is sending tine, registered
stallions out over the state to pro-
mote breeding, and Wednesday Vic-
tory, the celebrated stud, will arrive
here and be in care of Morton Ad-
cock of the county, until called for
return to its home.
-The Metropolis Pottery company
has failed, Mir_ R. K. Lowery, the
principal owner, haying filed a peti-
tion in bankruptcy, giving Slisoo ha-
l) lities.
-Sergeant Bolden of the Evans-
ville United States army recruiting
pike. has come here to be in charge
54 the Paducah office %%bile Sergeant
Blake is at Cairo opening a new
branch there. Mr. Blake goes down
next Thursday to start the Ca ro of-
fice.
-03ngre;sman 011ie James Satur-
day at Washington introduced in the
lower house a bill permitting the la-
dies of Paducah Chapter. Daughters
of the American Revolution, to erect
a drinking fountain on 'he Paducah
postoffice grounds
Grocery Moves.
Mr. Gus Tate, the Fifth and Jeffer.
on street grocer. is preparing to move
his establishment to :he ground-floor
store room under the Empire flats.
on Broadway near Seventln street.




Professor Oldrieve Expected to Pass
Here Today, Walking on Ohio.
Professor Charles 014rieve is ex-
r•ected to pass here early this morn-
ing en route to New Orleans. He is
the man walking on the water from
Cincinnati to the Crescent City on a
$5.000 %after. He was between Carol-
vine and here yesterday at noon. and
reportril at Smithland early last even-
ing, therefore it At expected he will
get here sometime about 9 o'clocb
this morning. The steamboats on the
harbor will whistle loudly when be is
in site in order to notify the public.
Hundreds will be at the river front
to see biell walk by.
Wreck on the Alton.
;Bloomington. Ill Jan. 14
man J. A. Fike was killed. Fireman
C. E. Cummings probably fatally in-
jured, and six other trainmen were
injured when two light engines on
the Chicago and Alton railroad col-




THEM RACK TO COUNTY
CLERK TODAY.
The Siheriff Has Collected Much of
the Delinquent Tax That Will
Be Looked After by Clerk.
Sheriff John W. Ogilsie will today
Vora back into the office of County
Clerk Hiram Smedley the warrants
outstanding against every property
owner who has not paid ins county
and state tax on city and county
realty and personal interests. The
rew revenue law of Kentucky pro-
vides that the sheriff shall turn these
dociiments in to the clerk by Jan-
uzi) t5, and the clerk make the col-
lections after that from the delin-
qiients on the list.
Warrants stand against only those
people who have not paid their 11,106
tax, and who are classed a• -delin-
quents." By virtue of these warrants
being issued additional cost is heaped
on the property owner, who in the
long run is cempelled to liquidate the
itolebtedness. which becomes larger
the longer it runs.
Sheriff Ogilvie has collected quit*
nember of the warrants since they




Real Estate Holdings of the Bank
ker Appraised. at •
$438,816.
Ils
Chicago, Jan. 14.-Paul, 0. Stens-
land's personal estate has just been
appraised at $477.61:01 There is of real
estate $4.044416; stocks. $36.925: house-
hold furniture. Sto.7o6; accounts re-
ceivable. St,161 Ile owned business
property in the sicinity of Chicago
and Milwaukee avenues to the value
of $totwoo. and numerous scattering
subd visions, the largest of whith are
at the southwest corner of Irving
Park boulevard and Elston sceptic
and the northwest corner of Irving'
Park boulevard and Western avenue,
The homestead. was appraised. at
$.2o,000. The house .alone cost $40,-
000. but it is too elaborate in char-
acter for the locality in which it is
located. The appraisers were Charles
R. Richards. E. N. Wcart and J. P
Hand. They were appointed by
runtcy.
Frank T.. Wean, seferee . iv :4;1;i
• , i .
STATEMENT CONDITION OF THE
(Cubit Bank anb Orut (EL
OF PADUCAH, KY.
At the Close of Business Decembes 31, 1906.
Resources
Loans and Discounts $263,955 ao
Stocks and Bonds ... 56,463 50
Banking House  17,000 co
Furniture and Fixtures 5,750 oo
Cash and Exchange 44,127 a.
_ _ _ 
$384496 47
Liabilities
Capital Stock .... Stoo,cioo
Surplus Fund   31,000








A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the
„earnings of the last six months and placed to the cr
the stockholders entitled thereto. $1,000 was
Surplus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Pr
attention given to business intrusted to us.



















































































ClilAkE OF LARGE HOSPITAL
DR. DAVID T. STUART NOW PREPARING
 TO LEAVE FOR
800-CHOW, CHINA WHERE HE BECOMES P
HYSICIAN\ IN
CHARGE OF THE ELIZABETH BLAKE HOSPITAL,40
NE OF
THE LARGEST IN THAT PORTION OF THE C
OUNTRY—
THIS CITY SUFFERS DISTINCT LOSS BY HIS
 DEPARTURE,
AS HE IS VERY LEARNIED AND WIDELY
. EXPERIENCED
PHYSICIAN OF MUCH PROMINENCE.
• Much regret will be uccasiit
ancd
from every source by Paducahans 
to
learn that within the next few wee
ks
this city will lose one of its most
Prumicent physicians, Dr. David 
T.
Stuart,' 'ho is preparing to leave 
for
Soo-Chow, China, to take charge 
of
the large Elizabeth Blake ho
spital,
" %%inch is an Mowed institution
 es-
tablished a number of years ago by
Mrs. Elizabeth Blake, a wealthy lady
teP South Carolina. Dr. Stuart is now
winding up his business matters here
preparatory to sailing February 5
IA& 4eattlee Webb., for. his 
future
home in that distant land. During
I s four years residence here he has
shows leimsetl,to be one pf the most
polished arid . iourtly of gentlemen.
while from a ponfessional standpoint
hi is • viry-TelfftrillillThrltic enm ma nd
ed an un I wive practice
'Wee Inca cab. taking
f-ent rank t adiog ghyaic-




very Important one, as he is at the
head of the immense, institution which
outranks any ill that portion of China.
The physieitts's ',events. Rev. J. le
Stuart and We. 'will arrive here
Thursday from Mobile. Ala. where
they have been visiting. and all leave
together for China, the two latter
haying been Pvesbyterian missionaries
in charge of Ike Filmic-Chow, China,
swifts foe many years past.
The hospital V% 4 erected and en-
(limed by Mire Blake, for shorn it
is named, the entire maintenance ex -
Tamara being defrased from this fund.
Treatment is given all deserving na-
tives free of cost, the daily clinic
numbering between 15o and am peo-
•nle. while at the institntinn is main-
tened a class of teenty Chinese who
atudy medicine In become physicians.
pooding completion of which cenirse
they officiate as nurses in the hotpital
in order Ass be brought in cloite eon-
nest with all phases of the celiac
lit Steirt will lecture to those stu-
dents daily. direct the chalicef work
and as chief syrgeon eaperviae en-
tie management of the institution.
Hie father. Rey J J. Stuart. thirty-
/Lx yea-s earl went ta Hang-Chow
es a Presbyterian missitinary. and
while hack in this canonry on a visit.
%serried h•s wife and both %sent hack
te that distant lane Dr David Stuart
was born in Ilang-Chow, hut when
vine years of age retnrneil to this
(-vanity and entered college where he
remained at Richmond. Va • and Char.
SAYS COU1STS OUGHT




Chicago. Jan. TT—"The courts of
this country have no right to band
:4 boy as a criminal when the boy has
been placeil in an environment which
iii a great part has been responsible
for his misdeeds. It costs more than
fere times is much to prosecute the
ben. who has committed a crime, as
It does to prevent him from commit-
ting the eriminal act."
Them statements were made by
'Rev. C. D. NO. manager of the Boys'
industrial Farm at Nunda. Ill., in an
sedress before the co-operative Sun-
daya"choOf dais in the First Corriere-
griffons, ehurcio, EVanston. yesterday
The speaker said that the purpose
ci the ermin44ets of the Boys' Indus-
trial Farm is to supply a home and
glee naeftit 'decupation to homeless
'talieh• (torn the slum, of Chi-
-te. We wish to build tip a home in
PIIIIIrntry for these boys at Nunda,
........kaorinma.4aras "reared an 47-acre
--...seassesaneLarillegiate healthful employ-
ment to allathe inmates. Last sum-
mer we had fifteen boys and they
heeanv so interested inabe work that
I titer gte tlie.:: home 'eetuctainly last'Note. le' '
' The speaker said that in a few
years, the pormoters intend to acquire'
• about' Arlo acres and in time intend
to Istabtish a home where the boys














Feat' Loss to Fruit.
%/Wingfield. Mo.. Jan. 14.—Today
wa• the warmeet winter- day ever re-
Zoeffed in the Ozarks as far as known
the -thermometer registering 77 de-
reef above zezo. Fruit growers fit
or thee safety of fruit, a: buds are
-ening. Should the weather con-
sic unseaeonably warm a few days




AriYille, Ind.. Jan. re.—After sn-
ifter by the state bank riaminer.
rude'. Saviug bank. at Hunting-
Ind., yesterday clored its doors.
to,
awyer who 'goes courting
made:ea:tad court proceedings.
s
lettesyille. Va., until nab when he
graduated from the University of Vir-
ginia with high honors. He was con-
nected with the Washingtons l). C.,
easpital for eighteen months, the New
York marine hospital for eight
months and then came here direct
in January lecke entering upon • his
professional practice, which grew to
one of importance.
Soo-Chow is a city of about 500,000 
population and only too miles from
Ilene-Chow where his parents have
spent nearly all their lives, having
charge of the niissionaty ' itation
which is being supervised denting their
absence by their oldest ' i Rev.
Leighton Stuart, who titelie 4 ago
was in Paducah and preached several
times at the First Presbyterian
church. For a number''Mq-iirs he
was secretary of the Board of For-
eign Missions for the Presbereerian
church, south, but several nvatt ago
ecturned to Hang-Chow to loin his
parents in. the work, he being the
special representative ,4 s;he Rich-
mond, Va., church. Wb ) secretary
oj the board he 
reveriet 
nized the
nianner of foreign missions, getting
leading churches over the country to
lend one person as a direct represece
tanve of the congregation, instead of
contributing to the general fend.
Dr. Stuares youngest breeker. Rey.
Warren Stuart, arrived at Hong-Chow
orly last week to join his other
brother. Rev. Leighton Atari and re-
main there when his parents got back.
Although only a3 years of age Ree
Warren Stuart has been professor of
flebree at the Richmond college, and
is nne of the brainiest young men of
the country, having half a dozen de-
grees le his credit.
Dr. Stuart's trip takes him over
7,000 miles, he and his parents leav-
ing the last of next week and grime
West by the Great Northern railroad
through Minneapolis and other point's.
• After sailing from Seattle on Peb-
ruary 5_ they will be on the waters
for four weeks, it taking that length
at time to reach Seo-Chow and Handl-
Clow. This will be his first trip
back there since he ear as a nine year
old boy.
At present Dr. Wilkinson of South
Catolina is in charge of the hospital
and he remains for several months
after arrival of the new chief in order
te acquaint the latter as much as
possible uith the workines ,tif the
institution. Dr Wilkinson then comes
to his home in this country on 3C-
cosint of iU health.
DIES IN CHICAGO •
AFTER AN OPERATION
Mrs George T. Mason, Beautiful
Kentucky Girl—Sister of
J. N. Fitch.
Nicholasville. Ky.. Jan. i4.—George
T. Mason, of Chicago, arrivelyester.
day morning with the body of his
wife, who died there after an opera-
tion for appendictia. He was accom-
panied by her sister, M se Kate Fitch,
and cousin. Dr. Marvin E. Pentz, who
were called to Chicago Wednesday.
The funeral services were held at the
Catholic church at 3 . o'clock this
afternoon. :he Rev George 0 Healer
officiating. Mr 4. Mason was the sis-
ter of the Hon. J. Norton Fitch,
member of the state executive com-
mittee from this district, and was one
of the most beautiful young women
in 'hs county. She had reeided in
Chicago since her marriage two year,
ago.
SAVES LIVES BY RUNNING'
TRAIN OVER EARTI(.SLIP
•
Wabash Engirther's Nervy Action
Prevents Lokof Property.
-Steubenville, 0.. )an.
nervy action of Engineri,Charle.s. Mc-
Cabe of the Wabash Rillreud awed
much property and hticn%\fife last
night on the West Ode af
the junction bridge'. \y;itl., • full
head of ste-aen on and while fltenartli
was slipping under his engine whiat:Is
he rushed nearly all his train swiftly
over a big slip of earth. Alk but he
caboose and. six „pee got over
slip and ran out on the bridge. e
six cars and caboose went enete.
hill .and one brakeman, whia was lit
the caboose was injured be jumping.
The slip ie 7oo feet long and ,fiity feet
h.igJ
,.,Looks Bed for Stock.
Helene, Mont., Jan. f4.--Ihe worst
spell af winter weather experienced
for many years is now prevailing.
Untisiially heavy f.1108c , especially in
the northern part of The state, and
extremely 'cold weather is stopping
the operat'ons of trains, eirdangering
lives of .cattle and. sheep and. eavq,
menacing human life. Old stockmen
say the outlook is more serious for
-et-
their herd, than at any time since the




In Prices of Seasonable Goods of Quality
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL CLEARING
Entire stock Flannelette, regu-
lar roc goods., per yd 7c
Al! outing Flannels, regular It
and Inc goods, per ri 6c
Solid colored Storm Flannels,
regular 12 I -2C goods, per
Yd 8c
36-inch figured Mercerized Sat-
een, regular 17 1-ac goods, per
yd ,  Sc
36-inch black Mercerized Sat-
cans, regular r5c goods, per
pied roc
3o-inch black Sateen, regular
;a I -2C goods, per yd. 7 1-2C
DO NOT
Ladies' black Sateen Petticoats,
regular 75c, each . 50C
Ladies' short Flannel Peri-
CO•ti, regular efic, each ....35c
Ladies' colored Shirtwaists, reg-
ular 75e, reduced to 39c
ILitre size fringed and hemmed
'rowels reduced to • roc
Lamle size Damask Naapkine,
eich 
62-inch bleached "?able Linen,
per yd 25e
Men's heavy fleeced Shirts and
Drawers 38c
Men's self-opening Umbrellas,
good quality, each Sr.00
26-inch fancy-handled ladies'
Umbrellas at 50c
Large white Bed Spreads, heavy
quality 85c, 75C and 65c
25 pa* 3-7or4s-long LAC! Cur-
tains, per pair 50c
atoet white or fancy striped
,to4nkte.. Pet,,Ra4r • , 59c
Ladies' 75c 'Corsets, with front
and aide supporters, at 45c
Ladies' plaid Belts, this year's
style, at IOC





The entire stocks of Silks,
colored and black, must be
closed out one-fourth off tne
regular price.
Dress Goods of every descrip-
tion must go at a reduction of
one-fourth off the regular ticket
price.—
Five rolls a-ply Ingrain Car-
pets, excellent quality, newest
patterns, former, price 28 1-2C
to 35c per yard, reduced
to 25C 10 27 1.2C
quality, former twice 85c
yard
DELAY—CALL AT ONCE AND SECURE CHOICE SELECTIONS AT







Chief Collins Must Keep the City
Weeded of the Beggars
and Moochers.
The position of "assistant tire chief'
was created la q evening :Wring the
attieon of the police and tire com-
missioners at the city hall. The corn-
misseners then elected to this place
Captain Jake Elliott, of the Tenth
and Jones street branch department
Irouse.
The object of creating the place
was to have an assistant in charge of
the fire service of Paducah whenever
Chief James Woods was out of the
city or laid up with sickness. It is
only during the chiefs absence th
the assistant acts. .There is no add
tional salary to'it, .Ass stant çhi4f
Elliott continuing to draw his regu-
lar captain's pay.
The commissioners directed Chief
of Mice Collins to .keep the city
weeded of moochers, heftier" and all
those seeking and ml citing alms from
the public regularly. There are a
number of blind people who come
here, having regular "business man-
agers" in large, healthy strapping
men who should he earning livlihoods
instead of depending on what the
blind proteges gather from the com-
munity.
Chief Wanda of the fire department
was instructed to continue granting
the stationmen their hol days as here-
tofore, the firemen getting one day
off every eleven days. extra men be-
ing kept at work all the time filling
the place of some different fireman
each day.
Chief Collins was ordered to arrest
all peddler' doing business without
a city license. withont waiting for
the city license inspector to take up
the matter. The officers run across
people pedang goods without a li-
cense, and before they can lay it be-
fore the inspector the peddler may
have sold his anode and ehipped,
therefore, he cannot be found to be
arrested, unless taken charge of on
the spot
AILING PEOPLE.
Mr. lames Edwards Confined At
Home on Clay street—Plas-
terer Hedges Hurt.
Mr. James Edwards, the paper-
hanger, is confined with illness at his
home on West Clay street.
Rudy King, aged 12 years. 'was
thrown to the ground while trying to
Seed a moving street car at Tenth
end Broadway yestertiay, and a deep
gash cut in his head. He lives at mit
Iloyd Street.
Plasterer J. W. Hedges of 521
&Mita Sixth, is confined abed with,a
Mfuity injured right leg, can:ed by
getting thrown•very hard to the side-
Walk when he stepped on a banana
peel on Kentucky avenue yesterday.
ALDERMARIC BODY IS -TRETAIL CLERKS'
STILL DEADLOCKED. INSTALLATION
THREE O'CLOCK THIS MORNING FOUND THE MEMBERS
STILL IN THEIR SEATS CASTING BALLOT AFTER
BALLOT, AND NEITHER SIDE EVIDENCING ANYTHING
THAT LOOKS LIKE GIVING IN TO THE OTHERS—PUB-
LIC BUSINESS IS BROUGHT TO A COMPLETE STANDSILL
BY THE FOUR REPUBLICANS.
40•01414411
There %% 34 "nothing doing" this his wife he would possibly be home
morning as regard: breaking the in time for di
nner, while Alderman
deadlock of the city aldermanic board, italeel
l sent word to his brother Charles
as.three o'clock found the members . that the l
atter could open the whole
of that body still in their seats, w th male groce
ry this morning, a. the
having accomplished nothing towards 1 former didn't
 know when he would
electing the president of that body. I ever see 
the place again. Alderman
It looks like it is a case of see who , Hubbard 
was over in one corner
can ontsit the other, and this is being figuri
ng up the different prices of to-
done good and strong. i hate°, whil
e opposite hint Member
The aldermen entered into session Stewart
 was bletry brightening his
last evening at 7:30 o'clock and each medic
al instrument* with a piece of
side again put tip its candidate. The chamo
is skin. Palmer was at the "-
balloting then commenced and vote joinin
g desk calculating on some
after vote was cast, best that is all lumber 
priers, while during his naps
there was done, a• the deadlock is on ;H
arry lank was selling hardware to
good and strong. Both sides say the; heat t
he hand.
nib-vote for their candidate and co -1 Ev
ery five minites Clerk Bailey
firtee' the 'Wedlock until the last iii 
called the Tool, and then he called
this year, before they will give in it gain in 
five more minutes, with the
Another large crowd was on hand same 
result.
last night to watch the proceedings. .ell say 
they w 11 remain
but the repeated voting results grew day ami be 
carried home from
monotonous and by it o'clock about 
!motion, before thy will giv in.
all spectators were gone and nobody --- — - --
left ein hand except the officials. At FRAUD PLAN
three o'clock this morning 7o ballots
had been taken.
The deadlock is beginhing to put
this city in a serious attitnde, as
public business is brought to a com-
plete standstill by the obstinate re-
publicans who are trying to force
the democrats to give them the preai.
dency of the body, but this does not
seem to work. In the meantime the
publ c is the sufferer,
lo begins to look like an all night
session, a. neither s'Ate evidenced any
symptom of "giving in- at three
o'clock this morning, hut is deter-




Alleged Swindlers Broach Scheme to
Physician and are Caught.
Washington, Jan. 14—What
charged by the police to be a scheme
to defraud a Washington phyiecian
'Art of $5.000 led to the arrest yester-
day of Frank F. Homan% of Paris,
Prance. and David T. Tanner. alias
Townsend. of White Plains, N. Y..
on the charge of conspiracy. The
two men were taken Into custody in
an uptown hotel after Dr. Thomas J.
I.:emp of this city had reported to
the police that Tonner had made a
proposition to him to enter into a
The republicans are Palmer. Hank Iideal "to put a New York. gambling
Cbamblin, and Hubbard and they
want the people to have Palmer as 
i heroe out of business."
Dr. Kemp declares that the men
president, while the democrats are as assured him that by investing $5.000
strong for Hannan, those on that side he could easily win from "300,000 to
Baker, Smith and a)300.000 within one week. The phy-
sician. however, says he did not put
tip any money, hut encouraged the
men to secure evidence.
The "get-rich-quick" scheme, aci-
cerding to Dr. Kemp's report to the
police, was that Dr. Kemp was to
pay $5.000 and Tanner, who claimed
tr. be manager of the gambling house.
was "to tip Homeric and the physician
cif on the run of the cards in a faro
some." Tanner and ttomans were
locked tip in the first precinct police
station. Both men deny the charges.
being Hannan,
Stewart.
The Session proved a record-break-
er. as while all Paducah slept sound-
ly this morning, the eight sat and
rest ballot after ballot. while Clerk
Bailey got very hoarse. Mayor Yeiser
is "staying with 'em." saying it will
be a "cold day- before anyone freezes
him out.
At 3 o'clock this morning the 70th
ballot had been cast, but things con-
tinued the same as usual. .
It was very amusing early this
morning to see the different way in
which the wearied aldermen were
passing the time and preparing to
stay until there is a coat of ice over
the worm zone.
Alderman Chamblin between roll
cells devoted his moments to drawing
.-ff a complete set of floor plans for
a new building he es preparing it,
erect, while every moment or two he
would get figures from Alderman
Itsnnan showing what the latter 
The average yield of an olive
would do the plumbing for. Alder- is two bushels
, which gives two




Pittsburg Coal Co.'s Lump Coal 15c
Carterville, Ill., Lump Coal zsc
Old Taylor, Ky., Lump Coal ISC
25,000 bushels now stored in cow-
sheds. 922 Madison St Both phones.





THE NEW OFFICIALS IN-
DUCTED INTO RESPEC-
TIVE PLACES,
Central Labor Body Selects Its New
Roster the Coming Thurs-
day Evening.
The Retail Clerk's Union last even-
ing met and installed the newly
elected officers as follows, they pa
serve through this year:
President—Sydney Lemon.







Financial and Recording Secretary
—Bert Gilbert.
• Central Labor Elect.
The members of Central Labor
Union are preparing for their election
of officer* which occurs next Thur.-
day evening at the hall on North
Fourth street. The several candi-
dates for each place were nominated
two weeks ago, and now from this
1st will be elected one person for
each office
NOT YET SOLD.
Severn Offers fee Hawkins Cafe,
But Is Not Yet Disposed of.
Assignee E Boyd, of the
Hawk ns cafe establishment, has re-
ceived a number of offers from differ-
ent parties wanting to purchase the
stock and fixtures. but 24 yet no deal
has been made, as everybody biters
entirely too small an amount forsthe
place and the assignee doe. not in-
tend sacrificing.
It is possible that another estaii-
liehment of this kind will be opened




Prevents and cures chapped roughs
skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
arid white. Removes all blemishes
reused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after :having.




Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall ancrAgatite Cem
eni 
"16 RING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CENNINGHAM
Old 960, New 245! Thirteenth and Adams Street3
4
.








Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3t.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
-Mg, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We Imre enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
-.nd Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
339 South Third St.
C. MANNIN6 SEARS, M.B.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
5.3 1-2 Broadway, Paducah. Ky.





11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE eiel BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Reesed Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
MIETURN, Continuous Passage. $4-00;
mid TIcket $5.00, meals ani
bent included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
et Fine Or over, $1.50 each, without
meals; $a oo with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
briber particulars see
IL A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
ear GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass.
Agent Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Zooms 10, Ti and 12. Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
CALBEN W. BARKLEY!
Pi Attorney at Law.
Dawn No. 5, Paducah
Calhernbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone Jeep.
SLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton. Ky.. rear Bank
Marshall County: Paducah. Ky
Rosen 114, Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 484A
R. T. LNIHTFOOT
w. w ir, Lawyer.
S.
Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)






notice," observed the aquaria.
laved, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
as If he'd know the difference between
the higher and nobler and • load of
steam coal—"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some( tn. maga-
sines publish a testimonial am to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by One of the
short-haired ladles who has bees do-
ing her MU* bit during the past hail
century or so toward obtaining the
franchise for womer.
"The picture of the woman who
Likes the unscented soap is rue with
Lb. ad, sad her testImonial is surely
a leap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
': voluntary contribution.
"la the course of her remarks In
the testimonial she says this: I ab-
hor a perfumed woman:
'rot going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm bit at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
isomsaa.
-I'm a regular beg over a wail-pet-
fumed woman.
To sae a perfeasod woman the
real Wag la femininity.
-The daintily perfumed wallas", who,
when she swishes pest you, has eons*.
thing about her that makes you vague-
ty recall the old boaeystacklevevereft
porch that you knew a quarter of a
ecatnry ago—she's the one fee Wet.
She carries with her the suggest/ea of
saphodelian meadows and starlit della,
the 000l aroma of cornfields at dusk.
-She swirls by you and leaves 1111
rour heart a little chiming back Is the
wild roses that you picked on 70of
way to the old crick where you weal
‘a sertramin'
-When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-frous or out ef your *flee
you sort o' tllui back to thaw old
mornings of your kidboed wiles th•
lust-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
attar you'd turned out *arty to chop
Me kindling wood for the kitchen fire
-She's feminine. the weli perfumed
roman, that s all.
want 'em feminine all the irks
"trough for mine
"Like 'ern to wear unsanitary clothes
43d things I never gave two looks at
t woman wearing thee* so-called com-
mon-sense clothes and shoes and sued
gear, and I never met any other rasa
that did. I want 'em to wear Just as
h.gli heels as ever they blame please
to wear, and the tighter and straighter.
front their rorsets, why, the better It
Sults me The stayless woman looks
Oki, a combination of an Ellis Island
immigrant and • fat lady out of a
Rubens picture to me. and the woman
with 1st-heeled shoes of the so-called
common-sense kind looks to me as If
She ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the womanny woman.
"Gimme a lyre, or a harp or a fti-
gelhorn, or a kazoo, or any old thing,
that may sing the glories and the
praises of the purely feminine woman!
'she was bees in the world's early
dawn, and she's going to be right her.
alongside of as. I hope. when we're
having $1.39 round-trip excursions to
Mars!
never mold see the woman wlic
wears men's bob-nailed shoed sad sue-
ponders, and such like, and who flags
scented soaps and perfumes and things
of that kind because she °wielders 'em
too womadial
"All of tbe adorableness of women
soloists in titer femininity.
"It's because every once is a while
she gets her household work dose
early so she sea 'go upstairs and have
a good cry,' Its because she macerates
us into pulp with her 'became,' it's be-
cause she admita our premises anti de-
nies our conclusions; It's because she'll
pucker her lips for baby talk when she
sees an infant a block away, it's he-
r:suite she loves roses, and lacey thing,
and two dollars-a pound candy; It's be-
at:me she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up is
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
the other world; We' beeausashe'll dig
and delve and scrape and scrap for her
ausband and her little onea until icy
stalactites hang from the MO( of Tat%
tarns; It's because she dabs at her eyes
with a little wad of a handkerchief un-
til bar noes is red when she sees ha-
Mae suffering--It's Jost Mealiest she's
fentio4ne. pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than we
are Oast because she is feminine that
Oita has is on the dead lope, and plum
loco ever her, ever since the days of
the shepherd king of Egypt!
-if they want to perfume theesseives,
let 'em. I. for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'eel do any of the old feminine
things that they want to do They're
pretty nigh always right, taking 'ern ea
mere. and they don't make half as
many mistakes as we men do.
"Give we a lute, that I may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spirit-
ual loveliness of the perfumed, who le
the typically feminine woman! Here's
hooka' that she'll be with us till tha
tad of the world, and afterwardl
That's nte!"--Wasklegton Star.
Large Group of Sun Spots.
The olletala at the astral observe
fiery announce that a large group or
polar spots was observed with the
photabellograph at that institutioa
The Weenie has advaaoed about two
4app upon Os disc of the sus visible
in dila vicinity and is located in south
Inaltsds. The group sea he men by
the naked eye, but with a teleseope it
Is osielved into a MIMI Or mall spots,
• grouped together. This le the
largest sun spot visible sines last
reared the Worst
The Parson—Why are you down.
east? Does not the future look brief)
to yes?
The Dying maw 44ap.
Oarreisai Laster.
Mrs. Pierson Has Bolivar Weppler
Arrested on Charge of
Swindling Her.
New York, Jan. 14.—Back of the
arrest of Bolivar C. Weppler, 70 West
Forty-sixth street, charged with
swindling George M. Eno, general
manager of the Delaware Barycis &
Chemical company, and Mrs. E. De
L. Pierson, 214 West One Hundred
and Fourth stieet, lies a story of
hypnotic influence as strange as that
told by Du Muzzier in "Trilby."
Mrs. Pierstm, although a business
woman of proved ability and peculiar-
ly strong personality, declares that
Weppler gained so great an influence
over her mind that he was.able to
hypnotize her over the telephone.
Weppler, who was arrested on Sat-
urday, has been released under $1,00o
bail. Mrs. Pierson's own story of the
strange spell cast over her is ap-
pended.
By Mrs. E. De L. Pierson.
I was a practicing physician for
quite a number of years. I have fol-
lowed my profession of year). I have
followed my profession in three states
and am thoroughly acquainted with
hypnotism from a 'Sc entific stand-
point. It is all the more marvelous,
then, I think, that I should have so
far fallen tinder the mental control
of a certainly not intellectual man as
to enable him to control my mind
over the telephone.
To be hypnotized over a wire! It
must, anyhow, seem ridiculous, but
Bolivar C. Weppler had just that
power.
For some time I have represented
a number of Nevada mine owners in
New York. Last November a very
valuable tract of mineral land was
placed in my hands. I saw an adver-
tisemsnt of the man who afterwards
became my Svengall, :n which he pro-
fes-ed to make a business of form-
ing and incorporating companies and
',lacing their stocks and bonds.
Under Spell of Voice.
%%lien I entered his office I was in-
vited to a seat where the light fell on
my face. lie was about three feet
away, his anxieties seeming to burn
their way into toy brain. All strength
left me. all my years of contact with
the world went for nigh sig.
A quiser swept over me: a tkrill
as of an electric shocks There as. 3
strange throbbing at my temple- His
velvety voice droned along and along,
but I scarcely seemed to hear him.
Try as I would I could not keep
my eyes from his. When I left that
room he had all the money I had and
had signed papers, the effect of w hich
do no! even now know.
"Come here on Wednesday at to-
ile would say. I would be there.
And so it went on. Day after day
and week after week he held me in
his meshes. Ile ordered me to sur-
render my offices to him. I did it
"Go out and sell this stock." he
would .ay. Perhaps I would demur.
for I had never before sought a cut,-
tomer. They all had to come to me.
but he had driven them away.
"I wish it.- he would nsist. fixing
his pale grey eyes on mine. And as
obediently as a child I would seek
my old customers.
I Was in a trance. 'My friends tell
tie my eyes protruded and that ,their
fixed stare was uncanny
Hypnotized by 'Phone.
Sometime, he would write, corn-
mandiog me to come to him. I would
laugh at les orders. Then he would
call me on the 'phone.
But the :phone. which more than
once enchained me anew. was finally
my deliverance. I had fallen ill; the
strain was too great. I had not seen
him for several days when, one day.
there came a call-on the telephone in
my apartment. I was not thinking
of him and the weird influence he
held over me seemed on the Waite.
I raised the receiver. His com-
mand. sharper and more insistam
than usual. smote my ear like an elec-
tric shock. Mg- head seemed about
to bitr-t; my brain was on lire in the
:winkling of an eye. I fainted.
When I came to myself the chain
was broken. I consulted a lawyer and
complained to the polsce, and he was
arrested on the joint complaint of my-
self and George M. Eno of Newport.
Del.
IN FORTY GAMES AT ONCE
Chess Experts Practice for World's
Championship Series.
ilNew York, Jan. 14.—Both Dr. E.
La-ker and F, J. Marshall.. principals
in the world's chess championship
match. arc busy giving their final ex-
hibitions of simultaneous play before
preparing for the supreme struggle.
On Saturday night Dr. La'sker was
matched singly against ((Arty players.
previous record for simultaneous
chess having been thirty-nine.
About 200 chess enthusiasts from
vear-by centers watched the play.
Not a player succeeded in winning a
game from the champion, but four
BY PHONE
WOMAN DECLARES SHE WAS
UNDER SPELL OF PRO-
MOTOR'S VOICE.
Christian Science.
While not counted among the disci-
ples of Christian Science, we 'would
not be slow to recognize and admit
the earnestness, devotion and Chris-
tian spirit of its people, says the In-
dependent. Man may differ as to its
underlying philosophy, but none can
question the deep faith of its adher-
ents in God, their true discipleship of
Jesus Christ, and the religious vital-
ity of the church.
They are unfaltering believers in!
the Christian religion. To their
science they give the designation
Christian, because they are first
christians. Like all of us, they give
their own interpretation to the bible,
more literal than we would allow,
and they much value that interpreta-
tion and that system of philosophy
taught them by Mrs. Eddy. Ac-
cordingly they have the same right
as other Christians to unite in an or-
ganization and have their own min-
isters and churces, while there is no
reason why those who hold their faith
should not, when they please, remain
mem. hers of other denominations, just
ts a Bapfst or a Mkthodist may, when
more convenient, retain membership
in a Presbyterian or Episcopal church.
It is to their credit that their faith
!shows itself in their works. We donot refer so much to the generosityof their gifts to build noble placesof worship, although such a temple
as that in Boston m.glit well excite
admiration. Wk have in mind rather
that fervor of their faith which reach-
es the roots of life an death, and
makes them full)- trust God and their
doctrine of the nature of disease and
health when they are sick. To those
of other training their confidence has
seemed, fantastic and presumptuous:
but in multitudes of cases it has
seemed just fled, so that the only re-
course of their critics has been to
refer such cures to the effects of im-
agination, for the cures cannot be de-nied
Nor is their philosophy ignorant
and thoughtless. It has appealed, ever
since philosophy has been -nulled, to
many wise men. It is the full devel-
opment of a great school of philos-
ophy which makes mind and thought
the basis of fact rather than matter.
It finds good and ev I wliolly in the
mind, anti sti addresses it, efforts for
physical health, as well a- for char-
acter. to the mind. Philosophers are
(lidded between Monists and rhial.
i-t•. giving us three great schools ,
one of those who recognize both min,'
and matter a• substantial: those who
recognize matter only as existent, and
are so Materiali•ts: and those who
hold that the only real existence is
m rid, and that all matter which its
phenomena are forms of thought, and
who are therefore Idealists. The vo-
taries of Christian Science approach
this form of thought in their philos-
oph). and at least are quite a% legiti-
mate in their doctrine a. the popular
Materialism which allows the exist-
ence only of matter, and so denies
both the :mmortality and the exist-
ence of the soul.
Holding these views in philrophy
and religion, and representing un-
blemished moral and Christian char-
acter. it is to their credit that, during
lier life time. they honor their teach-
er, Mrs. Eddy. Just a•. after their
death. other Christ an bodies ven-
erate Loyola and Luther. (-akin and
Aquinas. Saint Francis and John
liVesley. so the person and w ritings
of Mrs. Eddy are almost, but not
quite. sacred in the eyes of her disci-
ples. They honor her while she lives!
and it pleases them that, under the
system she has tanght, her life is
lengthened out to an extreme old
age. Such re-pect for their great
teacher is a beautifid impulse and de-
serv.xes honor.
And the faith which they hold ap-
peal. to a good class in the commu-
nity, to those who have 2 high moral
character, and are capable of high
ideals, and possess the potential of
loyalty. They are of those who wish
to look beneath the surface. of things.
and who can rise above the low lev-
els of .coarse matter into the higher
spaces of spirituality. There are
among them many people of high
general intelligence and wealth.
It is natural. w th Mrs. Eddy as
their leader, that the Christian Sci-
entist, should make much of the min
istry of women. We judge that a
majority of their ministers are wo-
men. and such are those who have
taken tip the work of healing. While
Catholic, and Fpi-copalian• and Pres-
byterians exclude from the higher of-
fice of the church the sex which s
most religions and has most commu-
nicant-, the pulpits of Christian Sci-
ence are as much womaned as man-
ned, which shows a progressive and
reasonable spirit.
The Christian Scientists have been
much spoken against because they
prefer their own method of healing,
and because people somefmes die
under their treatment. But the courts
have acquitted them: and we do not
se;.• how, when every other sort of
healing is allowed as legal, that which:
makes much of the influence of the
mind may not be allowed its place
for those who believe in it, a. well as
systems that depend on water or elec-
tricity or massage or intinitesimals.
We are not here defending the phil-
osophy or the system of Christian
Science. We only defend its liberty
of faith and recognize the multitude
of its adherents, their moral earnest-
ness, their spiritual fervor and the
frequent succe,s of their efforts
through the mind, to heal the ills of
.-ssse. dra.,v:i gat-ses. the body, . ....____._
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Pilaw* Wehave placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the amers.lag Register office at 523 Broadws y, where the public la Instal be diwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
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STATES.
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good health and this com •-
hined with modern sanitary
fir tures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. Vkagagie.,Porcelain
Enameled plumbing futures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements; let us show you sampies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt seryice and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN. •.. 4.4
Both Phones len zp$t.4th,
s._
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
au. or
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Tins* Their Pictures Ham Ever
lees Published. FREE
The Pswoisr NNE hag r,-,v ser•ral yeses e-mi•ewaed to ream Flews. of att Kr/sootyGemertesm •a•I has at tat serdrona them throng% the assamaince of the Lea..tacky butte /ingot-mei society. •
IN order to place these pictures to a peinstaisent form, they hare area smelled Ingroup in lin Se Atte. showing IlLestork• with the laie-t orninis picte•••• ofall the president* of Veiled btstes Role,. awl Irlaas t1 att nations, ates rowels.statistic's' data. history of the Raremj•pan War, •Ino late maps of tbe tis,t,5 stair& ren-ame Canal. Hastert and Western Hemisphere. reports of the last th--•• satioosivresesaod mach other historical information.
' Tait smilise sod vsksible Ades I. PRES Ime AU,, IIIVIEMPOO PIL • susecetemts,If em sew e sealecierv send glen Ior • fall years siitocriPti“it moil or 111 um for sitmouth's subscristfos. cesidergassill *bat dies, stelgue by Nord-ually salad that the .b..scrip seicw-by carrier or *scot isisterests per
The F.reoing rem publishes adz or ITIOTV elitierts AARON, •nd the latest edition ic sent toeach reader according to the time th•t it will res. h them.
The liteemisg Post is Ira I:1 eretrythieg and has the most, btate news •mill hemmarket reports.
Tor the people sod agaihot tbe grafter.
Independent •I ways.
Pot the Home.







Loaded Black Powder Skill
Shoot Strong and Evenly
4 Are Sure Firc,
Will Stand Reloading.



































Just sample any oth
er per-
fume in town and th
en procure
the same odor from
 us. You'll




know how to buy 
perfumes.
We know how to 
store per-
fumes. We know ho
w to show
you perfumes. Our 
knowledge
of these requisites 
is what en-
able us to give you 
perfumes
that have not deton
ated since








The KING OF ALL
BOSOM 1RONERS
WHY?








Negligee shirts with 
buttons




It irons either stiff or 
pleated
bosoms like new, 
and the
"hump- so often sees
 is mim-
ing.









Ilidest Prices Paid tor Second-Haed
STOVES AND A 7URNITURE
Buy anything antr 'gall ever
ytioali.




MOVING WAGON /1:0, NN
EC-
TION.
I WOW IS THE TIME




3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School.
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee R
iver Pack-
et company—the cheapest 
and bee
escurvion oat of Padocale
Salim For the Roved Trip
 to
UU Tennessee river & retirr1
It is a trip of pleasure, 
comfoo
and rest; good service, goo
d tabl
good roams, etc. Boats 
leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5
 p.














- i Trethart Building 
a
. TEL. 51! R
THE COLORS OF SYRIA. I
ILarevlous Waruith and Depth Xarb
the Landscapes of That
' Coaatry.
The crowning glory of a Syrian land%
ecape, however, is its brilliant colo
ring.
Before I left America it seemed to i
n.
that the vivid tints of Tissot's pictu
res
must be exaggerated, but they fall s
hort
of the reality, says the World To-day. Of
course, no artist can hope to reproduc
e
the marvelous warmth and depth of the
colors in an eastern landscape, or to
Imitate the vague, soft hues-that arose
theracteristie of the Syrian atmosphere;
but it would be almost as impossible for
him to dud tints that were overbriglit or
to arrange them in an order too darin
g
to be matched by the Syrian sun.
The very nights are full of color. The
moonlight is so brilliant that It is easy
to read a guide book; and, even on •
moonless night, and in the wilderness,
far from any city'. glare, the starlight
has been so brteht that I could see the
second hand of my watch and could find
quite a distinct shadow cast by Jupiter.
A moonlit scene at home gives only tbe
Impression of light spots sad dark
spots; everything is black or white or
gray, but here in Syria the moonlig
ot
Skownell the colors of the rainbow. Tae
green of the trees and grain, the red of
the tile roofs, the blue of yea and eke.
and the white of the distant mount/sloe
are softer and more delicate but bard-
ly lees distinct, ose front another, them
in the sunlight.
But the sunset colors are the beet of
all. especially where the mountains
ootee close to the es& I hesitate to eom-
part Beirut with Nap/es; yet we have as
clear skies here. the *wimp of the bay is
much the mama. and, instead of smoky
Vesuvius, there Is the spbsedld range of
Lebanon. culminating Is Jebel Minute,
almost twice as high as the Italian
mountain, and for bait the year croweed
with Qat:ling snow.
RUSSIAN PARISH PRIEST.
Row He Is Regarded by Peasants
Over Whom H• Wields
Power.
"Owr priest." says the young Remiss
geasset, who, through the mouth of
truest Pooh*. In Everybody's. describes
'The Mien That Maas Me • Revolu-
tionist." "had bore tbe priest to our
grandfather All of us children, and
even our mother *0 years before. had
been baptized by him. He was a tall.
thin, hard-eyed old man. In a black
gown; be hart a long beard and stiff locks
of gray hair dews over his shoulders;
his bony Otos was always tight and
stern; his eyes were dull, kis deep voice
was slow and  had a glad sound
in IL He bad no friends, but just rode
along the mountain made alone, ail of
is children, and even the old people.
were afraid of him.
"Dace. when I was very small. I was
driving a goat, with my little sister on
his back. The old goat was so solemn
that some rich. fat merchants driving
by stopped and laughed. The priest w
as
with them. Wires they laughed he, too
,
tried to smile kindly at us. That was
the only time I ever saw him try, and
the smile was just a grin, with no lif
e
is it There was an old story that hi
s
wife had mot been afraid and had
tossed him, but even she got worn o
ut
sod ran away. He never opened hi
s
mouth except for two tbings. Eith
er
be spoke to God. chanting prayers a
nd
masses, or else he spoke to the peasan
ts.
growling 'Pay. pay.'"
MEN WHO WEAR SKIRTS.
fis the Orient Wearing ef Tr
ousers Is
the Exception Instead of
the Rule.
If there Is one thing presuns
ably cer-
tain on this eartb. le the opic
 ion of moat
of us. It is that skirts 
are essentially
famalsiaim. and that the specia
l feature
of maseuline attire is a bi
furcated gar-
ment But nothing is furthe
r from the
truth 'farms the Buffalo Com
mercials
which proceeds to prove what 
it asserts.
To this day the maJority of the
 male els-
meat of the human rase. so 
far as It
wears clothes at all. is skirted. 
The man




P u a jabs. Burman. Chinese
. Japanese.
Malays. to mention only • f
ew. The
trousers of the western w
orld. Omega'
they seem to the untraveled 
eye as fixed
and unalterable as the Pyrami
ds. are but
a passing fashion In the hist
ory of male
attire." says a writer in 
the Boston
Transcript. The fashions of 
the east
endure, while those of the we
st are ever
changing. That Is true. Yet th
e bifur-
cated garment—the forked r
adish style
--commends limit to the 
progressive
Japanese of to-day. Mon who do
 things
in war. athletics and business i
n these
days cannot wear skirts. ble
nkets or
ktmonas. When tbe western 
races
cease to bustle antsit down to 
meditate
they may discard trousers and revert
 te
the ancient oriental styles.
All Navies Growing Larger.
About half a century ago Englan
d
took notice of one fleet only, 
the
French. Now things have changed
.
Japan has revealed her naval power:
Italy has a fairly good navy! Wilhe
lm
rules over Germany and has an-
nounced that the country's future w
el-
fare must be sought for on the seas
;
the United States wish to have ae
rivals on the oceati and Russia is ba
ginning to rebuild her Beet.
Pat, Xisaty Part.
"Hums!" cried the first old mu,
smoothing the near sealskin cuff of b:1
overcoat. "I have a part that suits me
perfectly as last."
"What Is It" asked the second
heavy.
"It is the part of a recluse, and is
the second tict I have to cook and ea
t




Kodsla for Artists Ars in Ma
ny
Cases Quito Plain of
Posture.
'One of the most preposterous ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrao
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringhuret says.
"ln this country a majority of the
models are employed In art schools
or by Instructors of classes in pain
t.
In& drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure i
s
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
lad paint, study anatomy and propor-
tion. just as well trout a homel
y
model as from one that Is surpassing-
ly beautiful There is no need emf
the latter at all. If one presents h
er.
self, all well and good, but as
 the
schools and instructors are entir
ely
ladopendent in their needs she m
ust
be content with the same pay t
hat
rules for all Is this dans, which i
s
ransoallY sot mare this a dollar for
a three-hour posing Mani:4k As 
the
work is, after ail, only unskilled l
abor,
It Is an exceptionally good rate of pa
y
at that What obteins here als
o ob-
tains for more than half the m
odel
work abroad. yet the average p
erm.
always conjures up a dress of l
evell-
ers when an artiet's mode is 
men-
tioned and associates the work 
with
remiuneratioa of a dollar or mere 
as
lamerr.
"Of eeuree, where an artist requ
ires
• partivalar kind cf model, no m
atter
what the especial rciratressest may 
be.
the law of supply and demand st
am
In and regulates pay, for one Wa
g, he
accordance with its inexorable 
an
dates. If the supply of that se
rt ad
model is short the price rims bi
as.
I have heard of models who resol
ved
enema dollars an hour. But ther
e are
tee many satisfactory Individ
uals will-
ing to pose for whatever they ca
n got
to make each a candid*s any 
ether
than most exceptional"
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD





"I wouldn't well that thin. for $1.00
0
If I lost It I'd hunt for it like 
the
knights of King Arthur bunted
 the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised
 a
hoodoo that hung about me f
or I.
rears. That thing stays with m
e till
die."
All this, with great conviction, s
ays
the Kansas City Star. about a 
little
buckeye incased in a small gold c
age
that hung on the wat-Or fob of 
Herbert
Herring. a New Orearis man
"Up to September 7, leen
been the •IrtIm of bad luck
sort and another." he said. "
That dap
I was going to•Galveston. It was
 Fri
lay. I recollect that the tra
in was
delayed half a dozen time% be
fore it
reached the city. and I was
 filming.
We got there at last and just 
all I
was leaving my car 1 saw
 this buck
ye lying on the opposite sea
t 1
pleked it up and pit it in my 
pocket
I had irtended going to 
the Black
betel that night bet after pi
cking up
that buckeye I me:Mealy cha
nged my
mind. A good men,' guests 
at the
Sleek betel perished la the flo
od next
night.
"Later on at New Orleans I wa
s Owl
lehing in a catboat with th
ree other
men A squall struck us. 
The others,
whe could swim, were drow
ned I
'ant swim • stroke but I 
had my
euckeye and I was eared. A
fter that
I bad the thing fixed in this g
old ease





Pforzheim Is a city of about 0,0
01.
popuiatk n ant is devoted almo
st er
elusively to the manufacture of
 jewel•
too there being about SOO
 factorier
where jewelry is made. It is t
he jew-
elry center of Europe. Tbe
 Tenons
manutarturers are very energetic
 'and
are careful to study the want
s of their
customers and endrawir to ple
ase theta
regarding deigns. prices and t
erms of
sale. From present indicatio
ns the
shipment of jewelry to the 
Philippines
will &motet to about $100,000
 for the
fiscal year. With the Americ
an manu-
facturer's advantage In distan
ce and
machinery—as nturh of the P
forzheim
jewelry is made by hand.-it
 appeals
that we ! hould capture more 
of the
trade of the Iolanda.
Influence of Irving.
To Irving more than any other
 man
Is due the change that has take
n place
la London in recent years in th
e social
position of actors—a change whi
ch has
come within my own memory.
 writes
E. 8 Nadel. in Soribnere. W
hen 1
arst went to London in 1870 ten
.e were
no actors in society When 1 cam
e bark
in 1877 there were a good man
y of
them to be seen abaut. T
here was
growing up a oaciety which wa
s corn
posed of succeseful artists. 
Me new
rich people, and lb.' pro
fessional
classes, with • sprinkling of s
uch of
the older society as had a f
ancy for
art and the theater. In that
 societ7




In Spain drug stores are pe
rmitted
to sell drugs all duly on S
unday, but
to deal in perfumery on that 
day ts
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfu:ky
 be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the
 fore-
men unless no clerks or assista
nts are
employed. Proprietors may keep
 open
all day if they do the work them
selves.
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not changed muck is a
century. In 1801 it was said that Al-
exander I. rodeoln a procession throug
n
the 'treats of St Petersburg precede
i
by the amusing of his grandfather
,
followed by those of his :sabot &se
iiiimagoCia bairns. 4,...,4
CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
tix-Xile Walk Every Day Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-te-do farm,
er, three miles south of this city, be.
lieves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
in this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disdgurement
"I need the exercise," was the re
Joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck,, pere, was equal to the emer-
gency. "Hereafter, my son," said he.
"Instead of riding to school in the
morning on the traction line, and holm,
In the evening, you can walk. It that
does not furnish you sufficient exercise,
I can find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as summer, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three misers away, and
home in the same way The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially It
ban been • lolling game for
 his father
for the boy's appetite has
 grown to
be something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
tag is ever said by the son of "lack of
eaercise," and if he coutlnuee to hank-
er eljer menibenship in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it tr
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
So a good-sized woodpile at borne.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpa
ss
Any Others in the
World.
--
"Canada will yet furnish to the worl
d
its iron supply. It will be jest the s
ame
with iron as with wheat. A decade 
from
now Canada will outstrip all other c
oun-
tries in wheat &median The produc
tive
of iron at a cheaper rate than it ca
n be
made elsewhere will canoe Canad
a to
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TAB
LE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
•••
SOUTH BOUND 
No. 101 No. 103 No. 
lac
Leave Cincinnat 4 




 12:ot p.m. 940 p.m. 
7:30 a...
Leave Owensboro . 
 6:30 p.m. 9
:0•11 a.m.
Leave Horse Branch . 
2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. 1
1:05 aro.
Leave Central City •
  3:30 p.m. T :03 a.m. 12
:30 p.m.
Lea .'e Nortonville  4:08 P-m- 
1:4o a.m. 1:28 pau.
Leave Evansville 
 13:50 P.m- 4:40 P.m. 
8:30 a.m.
Leave Nashville 
 7:oo p.m. 8:05 a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville 
 9:43 P.m- 1120 
a.1:11L.
Leave Proceton e 4:55 Pan- 
2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah . 6
:10 p.m. 3.4o a.m. 435 Pak
Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m. 3:45 km Cap P-na
Mrive Fulton 
 7:20 p.m. 4:5o a.m. 6:oo p.a
e.
Arrive Gibbs, Tens. . 8
:06 pan. 5:51 a.m.





0 p.m. 8:20 a.m
Arrive New Orleans 
 10:35 a.m 8:15 p.m.
---
NORTH BOUND No. iszo No. 10
4 No. is* '
Leave New Orleans  7:1
2 p.m cots a.m.  ..
Leave Memphis 
 6:45 a.m. 8:50 Pm. .
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8
:o7 a.m 10:10 p.m.  .
Leave Rives 
 11:58 p.m. e
Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m. 52:35 a.m. 6:oo a.m.
Paducah  11:20 a.
m. 1:43 a.m. 740 IL.a..
Paducah  11:25 a.




343 P-nh 945 &AL •
1:28 p.m, 331 am. 1e:35 Cm.
2:05 p.m. 4:30 a.m. il:3, an.
  3:06 p.m. 5:1
8 a.m.
*4:55 fem. 8:ep a.m.
 ... 5:35 p.m. 7:50 a.m.














Princeton  12:39 p
m. 3:03 a.m.
HopitinsvAle  6:15 p.m.
 5:2o a.m.



















Arrive Chicago  
6.30 a.m.







SOUTH BOUND kl4iL No. 37
3
Leave St. Louis  T
-as A.Ml• gam p.a.  
Leave Chicago  was. 
Akio gi.s. 
Leave Cationdale 
 iiO 7:05 LI&  
Arrive Paducah 
 3.35 p.m. 11700 am. 
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIM
take a similar position as far 
as iron is
concerned. In ten years Canada
 will Leave
have become a eat metallurgica
l ooun. Leave
try. You will see an Iron indu
stry in Leave
this domlnioa larger than In an
y other Arrive
country in the world" Thus 
salts Dr. Leave
• T. Hernelt, the Fronds me
tallurg-
ical expert, inventor of the e
lectrie
smelting process named in his
 honor.
Pig iron, be says, is the baste for
 struo-
tura! and other steel. "At prese
nt Can.
ada spends 40.000.000 to 40,000
,000 is
buying steel abroad The idea o
ught to
be to make that steel in this cou
ntry octa
of Canadian Material by the
 aid at
Canadian water power and Canad
ian la-
bor. Think of what it means! 
The re-
tention in Canada of $40000
000 now
yearly spent abroad, the supplyi
ng of
the new demand for steel rai
ls, struc-
tural steel, and other classes of
 the prod-
uct which have arisen in c
onsequence
of the country's development
, the profit-
able sale of your surplus produc
ts in for-
eign markets, and the creatio
n In this
courtry of numerous other i
ndustries
more or less dependent on iron an
d steel.
In Sweden the quantity of or
e Is suffi-
cient to supply the markets of th
e world
for 100 years. I should say Cana
da has
three times as muck."




Find That Is Rare and
Valuable
---
The spectacle of 30 elk in
side an In.
closure is something rarel
y seen in
this country, but neverth
eless suers a
sight has been witnesse
d by sererti of
our ranchers recently, a
nd within a
few miles of Mediae, say
s the Denver
Republican.
Mrs. N. J. Westfall has a 
school 'era
Lion near the head of 
Willow creek
which is entirely fenced, 
making an
inclosore a mile equate. Thi
s is well
up in the mountains, and 
recently the
gate vas left open. whi
ch is near the
trail, with the.result tnat 
the elk en-
tered. "Uncle" George S
mith and
party of riders, who were 
out rounding
up their beef cattle, found i
t necessary
to ride into this pastur
e, and rode
right into the herd, which 
immediately
tied and followed the line 
of the fences
making no attempt to go t
hrough.




ing the bunch for some t
ime, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordina
rily an
elk will go through barbe
d wire fence
and scatter it for great dis
tances, but
this bunch did not. Great
 damage Is





Dismissed because he bad married. a
Johannesburg bank clerk obta
ined
three months' salary and $1
65 for libel
contained in the letter of 
dismissal,
the court remarking that a
ny agree.
meet in restraint of ma
rriage was
void, immoral and contrary 
to public
His Happiest Hour.
He—Do you remember the 
night I
asked you to marry me?
She—Yis, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat 
diem and
not a word did you speak.
 AD that
was the happiest hour of my
 Me!"—
Echo de Paris.
His Point of View.
Nurse—Bee, Charlie, the sto
rk has
brought you a nice little 
brother! 
. '‘..-
as I'm getting on in the
 world coca. Advertise n the Register a






NORT • BOUND mcm-B
om 135-835
a.m.  8:10 
Hopkinsvi:le    
11:20 a.m. 6:4o a.m.
Princeton  2
:35 p.m. 7:45 a-m-
Paciucah  4:13 P.m. 9:2
5 a.m,
Paducah  
6:t5 p.m. 9:30 asn.
Cairo . 7:45 Pan 
11:10 am,
St. Louis  
7:20 a-03- 430 1).01.
Chicago  6:3











Arrive Princeton  
Arrive Hopkinsville
Arrive Nashville  
122-822 136-836
• 6:so p.m.. 9:40 a.m.
46 9.in. 1:50
6 -co a.m. 5'55 pm.
7:45 a.m. 7:40 P.m-
7 .50 am. 3:10 p .. .
9 eia a in. 4:45 P.m.




• • • ••
00 ft
00 •
Trains marked (*) run daily ex
cept Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains to3 and toa carry 
through sleepers be:ween Cineinamat.
Memphis and New Orleans; tra
ins mom and mos sleepers between Loui
s-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans, 
Trains 8ot and 822 sleeper' betimes
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8cit
 connects at East Cairo with Chica
go
sleeper. For further informatio
n, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City
 Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Ag
ent, Union Depot, Parlecah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.
, Lomisville. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. 
A.. Memphis, Tenn
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chi
nas% XL
W. H. BRTLL. D. P. A_. fli. 11411111111. •Ib
EDGAR CW: WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL STAT*. WEST
EMN KENTUCKY ?AM. WV
MTHLY PAYMENT LOT
S FOR 'INVESTMENT. VISTEUM
11:E4TUCKY REAL ESTATE 
JOURNAL AND MC! aST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEN
D FOR IT.






Steam and Hot Water Heating.
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When you buy your medi-
cines of us you obey the first
law of Nature-Self protection
You not only secure the
needed remedy, but secure ex-
perience, backed by the most
epproved drug store facilities.
Our experience is your pro-
Tection. We give you "just
what the doctor orders."
No order too small, none too
°k electing to receive the most
conscientious treatment.
• Prescriptions filled promptly




* PERSONAL MEI•ITION- !i•
**************************
Cqlh, let01, N'ti de NIale left yes-
terdhil . 4r a drumming trip
to We.t Tennessee-
.M ick left westerday
1MOr rflqa on, Va., to resume
her col ege stu e,, after spending
the I y. -4-..her parents. lion.
and • lend**. tier falt-





inn ann Mrs. An-
-*Tenn., are visiting
Mrs. Vs'ilmoth Rook of Fifth and
Clark .treets.
Mr. and Mrs. .LettiOn of it41ly-
f .41 were here s . ding Sundiy with
Calomel Joe MiUc'P family. .
Nlo•Jeck Mann,* St, ',antis drum-
mer. 'is in the chg.' -
Miss Bessie Heilbroa of Owensboro
eaosktpliashville today after visiting
Ilflarlfffsa Frank Of Hotel Craig.
Captain Henry 1A.yhe is here from
St. Louis.
. Mu. S. Fels went to Evansville yes-
s i'exclay to visit.
Air. Eddie Epstein of Louisville is
_. „„siaiting in the city.
Mc. A. Levy of Louisville is visit-
in a Mrs. I. Levy of North Seventh
Mrs. P. P. *rock:nail of Fntow.
"Ala.. will leave. for home this morn-
ing after visiting her parents. Mr
Pnd litho Henry Bahr of 164 South
Sixth street.
Mr. John NI. V1'11k 1na and wife will
leave in a few days for San Diego
Cal.. to reside. Mr. Wilkins was
forme-ly bookkeeper and cashier for
the Paducah office sf the West Ken-
Sticky Coal company.
Judge E W. Whittemore returned
yesterday from a buaine-s trip to
Grand Rivers, Ky.
Charles Lemon. the well known
Smithlaod man. has smallpox.
Dr. Charles Troutman yesterday re-
turined to St. Loin, to resume his
attedical studies, after visiting h s par-
ents. Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Troutman.
Pat Halloran is here from the
Katterjohn cnoorica at Cedar Bluff
Mr. Mott Ayer, and daughter Mary
of Fulton are vi•iting the formers
'mother. librs M. itt iffewiell.•
I at3" rr . p ., anti ei Jettie
t
I Astir d reeria'y from May-
field.
Wm Samuel Cohen of South Sixth
is attending the Vedside of her sick
llrusbarid at Union City. Tenn.
'Mrs. •Al Bishop returned yesterday
from Dawaon and went immediately
to•Nashv•Ile. Tenn.. .where her broth-
er. Irloyn Recd.i h angerously ill
-ve.iefrfticliFi--mlofiii...
sosung°011Nlidlilifff "'Carina; "rlitglis
, to vi.it her brother. MT. Irvin S.
New • 1.4 . .
vid Sa 
*a ,
s'..  and sittO )llt to
ii, hristi. us. th"day to spend
the balance of the winter.
, .M-ri,...Javema. Pr Sniith an children
. ace spending. the .winter at Pass
aristian. Nth's.




• of the anti-44Iey c
.legislature haVE
, caucus of all their 'followers in the
'house. and senate. to-be held eitehists








ha ur 7 ni',fit
ib'L cat a








nomination at this caucus are ex-Sen-
,a,t,hohilesaseeaWr-f-itiltror of 'Dallas.
* Cone Johnson of '1,4111k, (loveliest- .....,-
Elect Tlicitioi• . hithiphe742tol ras. :Lino hr.tip
t creassman Alb I *sot f An' n *̀"- 'I-' r•ik Doll. --h ao
MARRICAE AT
WINDY CITY






BEING MADE FOR FLOWER
' CARNIVAL,
Miss Meoe Burnett and Mr. Graddy




'Friends here have received word
(win Chicago that Miss Marie Web-
ber.-and Mr. Harry H. Evins, botli
formerly of Pa.docah, were united in
marriage there sometime last week.
and are making their home in the
tVindy City.
Both are young people very popular
in a laia circle of (rends in Padu-
cah. The young woman i, a very
beautiful and strikingly handsortie' . .
creature very attractive to all. She
resided in this city for the past year
or two, being a stenographer at dii-
ffreht Plats.
Mr. Evans for several years was the
wire chief for the independent tele-
phone company here, and a very
efficient and capable offic al. Last
fall he went to Chicago and located
By at rangement he was met there by
the, young. lady and the ceremony per-
formed "several days ago.
Flower CarnivaL
The Daughters of the American
Revolution' have set the night of Fri-
day. April a, a• the time for giving
their Flooer - Carnival at The Ken-
tucky, and are now negotiating oith
Professor J. A. Mahler to base charge
of the dancing features. hc bring the
dance Dower who arrived last week






Engineer Lee Merritt Charged With
Criminal Negligence at Bard-
well-Railroad News.
Chicago dispatches yesterday an-
nounced the railroads of the West
had granted the demands "of tile engi-
neers for an increase in wages. All
roads from the I. C. line West to the
Pacific coast were in the conference
with the engineers, and the raise was
.!.s a whole for every engister employ-
ed. Messrs. Joseph McCann. John
Taanthasn and Joseph Pirgue, of Padu-
cah were at the confeek4e, having,•.
just returned.
The raised wages ineittfli ffih000sioo
more annually to the engineers of the
West, it effecting about 30.eoo engine
men. Passenger engineers get a five-
cent raise on too mile mus, and
freight engineers between eight and
firelve cents per too. miles. The
switch engineers in the, yards get a
raise of,from so to accents per day
and will not be worked over twelve
hours each day. The demand of the
latter for one and one-half time for
overtime in excess of two hours was
refused.
This is the first time ap loads acted
in conjunction in grantittlialses.
:
Engineer Chair&
Engineer Lee hierritt'-,*(- the 1 C..
run between Jackson, . *Win, and
Ciiro. Ill., has been 'afeested at
Bardwell. Ky.. charged with criminal
carelessness, he being engineer of the
freight train that crashed into the
rear of the other freight Friday night
rt Barnwell and killed four people
The other train was standing still tak
mug water on the main line when
Nierritt's train collided with fearful
results. Merritt has been released on
bond, and claims he is blameless for
the mishap.
school. Vows& Civil Engineer.
Mr. Vaughan Dabney of Spring-it w be an elaborate affair. the .
fislel. Ill.. arrived here last eveningmoney tops thelund out of which for a day.‘ 
stay while en route to Newthe chapter ladies will erect the drink-
fountain at the postoffice property on
Fifth and Broadway The matrons in
charge are Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs.
George C. Thompson, Mrs. I. 0.
Walker. Mrs. Fannie Allard. Mrs.
Lloyd Boswell, Mts. Armour Gard- North Fifth street.
ner, Mrs. Hubbard Well.. Mrs.
Charles Wheeler, Nita Claude 1111•• Eyesight Destroyed.
sell. Mrs. flat Walters. and
Leslie Souk.
Card Party Invitations.
Mr. Dr. Reynold. of Sixth and
Kentia•ky has 'soled invitations for
a card party, at which she will en-
tertain next Friday afternoon.
Burnett-Cary,
Miss Marie Burnett and
Graddy Cary will marry next Thur.-
day at the home of the bride's par-
ents, lion. and Mrs. Henry Barnett
of 1521 Fourte avenue. Louisville.
Rev James Gibbins Minnigerod•
•
(Means busisess for tile Chicago
11. Alton railroad, he tieing a respon-
a:ble attache of the civil engineering
dt partment at Springfield lie stops
ver here for a brief a-Oat to his par-
ents. Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Dabney of
Mrs- A. sliver of 'teet flew into tlfeoleft•
eve of Car Repairer J. Itofiertsiois oft
Mechanicsburg. while working at the
1. C shops ye•terday morning. He
jerked out the 'liver himself. pulling
oart of the eyeball with it-- The sight
is totally ruined
Hearing Now On,
Railroad Commissioner Mae D.
Ferguson passed through yesterday
en route from hi. home in LaCenter.
to Greenville, where he and the other
comtnissionera took up the complaint
of Wm. Eades, the coal mine owner.
that the I. C was diacrimmating
officiating. while Miss Elizabeth !against him, in not furni•hing cars
Burnett will be the mahl of honor loifficient to haul away the output of
and only bride attendant. with Mr. Ito,. mine.
Cary Tabb as best man.
Mts. Mhiscoe Burnett and daughter
went up yesterday to attend tht nup-
tials. while Mr. Burnet: and Mr
Charles Rieke leave tomorrow. Other
out-of-town guests w 11 be: Mr. and
Mr... Cleerkts E. Denali'. of Hender-
sdboollir. R. II. So .r..of 1-fender-on:
C. "F. 'Rieke of atcalo and Mr.
T. J. Fionrnco-,,iial. mart_ Ga.;
Mr.4bnetfk. Gentlik -W. Cobb. of
:Arthur Cary.
of 'Lexington: Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Walsh. of St. Louia; Mrs. F.4,ward
\Menace, of Versailles; Mrs. I.Ford




The Delphic club meets this tilorti-
irg at the Carnegie library in wOekly
session. during which gathering•Nrs.
BODY SHIPPED.
Remains of Mrs. Charity Gower
ied at Murray Today.
---
Today at Nlorra'y the
Mrs ,Charity N. Gower
terreil. they having been
that city yesterday.
Mrs. Gower was rears of age
and died Sunday morning of tuber-
culosN at Riverside hospital, after a
lingering dine.... She via*, the wife






SCHIFF'S GIFT IS Ssoo,0000
Banker Helps Plan to Divert Jewish
Immigration to Texas.
John G. Miller presents, "Seeil 19
", anel Mr. Myers • Philadelphia. Pa.. Jan. 14.-The
"SnVitieth hse1:1 there 3,4 SeietilePl." • j01 i.arganizatjon he're makes the
announcement that Jewish ititmigra-'t ' 1'1• -
ti011 if to be diverted' from easternMatinee Musical.
The 'Nfatinee. Musicale eh& gathere W. Tel.-33'• • Jacob, Schiff •has




ine dub meets. to-
Jefferson
jacksotOo_wersi.t.
-.Miss Maine jacl:son aild'Ifr. Henry
U. rps %;.er, of Flint. Mich. will tria-rry,
Janitiary The bride is a sister of
My. Gros:4.r Jason of 'this cPty. and
last kl1111111er visited- 'Blanche






,The anti-Rail!) ember ave agreed fortqtron. or a muselini for the ix-
, 1110 support the caucus nomnee. 1 hibition of artieles foiled in One lieli
4ays he can contribute sr. used !tidier
1 : • h folly la iisak for ioy in heti. aa match, pink in 1cothr. recent!. - lithe'
titomipmv..........re.......t.....t„.,..1 ., , , , , „„ .. a. . s.u.s. ..-r------1 -osii-so .' 4-tialooti"111;*or _
..,












We have found out that the only way to have a
clean new stock for spring is to get rid of this
season's goods at any price. We have also found
out that the way to clean up is to cut the price deep.
This we have clone. Come and see for yourself.




















G PA N 
LEADERe0THIE,...5•5
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4. POPULAR WANTS. •
•
• • • • • • • • • • • 4h •,ta
LOST-Bunch of keys on wired
nag. Return to this office and're-
cvive reward.
STENOGRAPHER having live
years experience desires position Can
furaijtja machine. Old 'phone ayili
WANTED IMMEDIATELY-Six
lady canvassers for Tapestry and
Decalcomania. Apply at .11).1 Sixth
St.. corner of Washington.
411•1•••••••• •I•••
FOR RENT-New brick house
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month Of
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-Flegant " flats, Sey
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and as: citizens of United
Statei, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and writ' English For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, P.aducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
W411 post, examine. systematiae and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.




Charged With Stealing Trunk From
Brownie Hale's Wife.
-- --
.Beatrice Ilartshaw, colored, was
found at the Colored Odd' Fellows
hall on Seventh and Adams 'streets
last night, and locked up by Officers
Hill and Jones on the charge of theft.
The wife -of Brownie Hale. the col-
ored clothes preseer, claims the !fart:
shaw wolfan broke into their room
and _stole „her trunk containing cloth-





1 11C nnati...at o risisig.
atts rising
florence. s•
Johnsonville, i es falling.
_Louisville. 18.5 thsing.
Mt. Carmel 23.1 rising.
Nashville.. 13.5 fillies.
littsberg.. efl.3 rising.
St. Lotrin 104 rising.
Mt* Vernon, 34.2 falling:
Paducah. saa falling.
lea0146‘igh Crouse and wife have
returned front Louisville.
The Dick Fowler .kips mu for
Cairo this morning at R o'clock and
lollies back tonight.
The Joe Fowler came in last night
f-nm Evansville and departed imme-
diatery on her return.
The Georgia Lee gets to Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow on
her return this was for C neinnati.
The steamer Buttorff went to
Clarksville ye.terday and, coming
back tomorroa, leaves at once for
Nasloolle.
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
today and leaves there tomorrow
bound down this stay. She will get
here neat Saturday on her stay down.
The steamer City of Memphis cause
out of the Tennessee river this morn-
ing and leaves at 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon on her return to 'list
M ream.
gao.'ine boat. capahic of making
one mile .a inintot ha*, 10*-eil sent to
the Paducah harbor for evperimental
purposes by the Hater.hlanker. Manu-
facturing company of Chicago, the
trait c,,ming down thesIllinois river
to S. Lotia and, Olen around here.
atosving Sertidtr4 charge of the ex





Ilidoece *If the ism-
he slipped here for
he boat is so feet long
Dr nbotte removed from Frater-
nity hi ,w to aaa" Rhffadway. next
ii, Rc office 'phone
147. Rr dyncr 'phone ais
ASSOWS Mil
usser order, of the McCracken
curt, ,1 will, on and after this day.
offs., for sale 'n any quantike 4s •uit
purchaser the entire stock and fix-
titres of the Ilawkinhh reqatwrane and
cafe At ata Broadway, at private sale
A. E. 11011). A • s gnee.
63 Copies far 1 c
Use our best =sinless and emearleas carbon papers and you tee
Eet from tas to 100 clear cut 1171pressi.mr from each sheet, Our beet
grade comes in blue, black and purple at $365 per box.
'''eAllpriat better do you want,in the way of satisfacCory goods at.1
price? i I
'Our special corfaon fbr pencil use at St.00 jor iota sheet",
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